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ABSTRACT

In this work, the amplification of higher order modes, mainly focused on optical
vortices that carry orbital angular momentum (OAM), were demonstrated and discussed
in a Ho:YAG rod amplifier and Ho:YAG single crystal fiber (SCF) amplifier at 2 μm.
Both experiments and simulations were carried out to understand the propagation,
amplification and phase preservation of optical vortices in solid state amplifiers. A 3-D
propagation model combining semi-vectorial BPM and steady state rate equations was
used to verify the experimental results and to simulate the high power amplification.
The amplification of optical vortices was experimentally demonstrated in a
Ho:YAG rod amplifier for both – the case of incoherently multiplexed seeds and the case
of coherently multiplexed seeds. A matched filter was used to evaluate the phase of the
amplified seed beams and it is proven that the important phase information of the seeds
was preserved through the amplification process. Pump beam profile engineering is also
discussed for optimizing the gain for a desired seed beam.
The amplification of optical vortices were also demonstrated in a Ho:YAG SCF
amplifier. The SCF has a small diameter and a large surface-to-volume ratio to ensure
guidance for both pump and seed beams. The optical spectroscopic properties, small
signal gain and lasing characteristics of the Ho:YAG SCF were investigated. Then the
amplification of higher order vortices was demonstrated in the SCF as well.
The high power operation potential of the SCF amplifier is also discussed
together with the associated thermal issues. With improved SCF fabrication techniques,
SCF exhibits great potential to function as a high power multimode amplifier.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and motivation

In recent years, with an increasing interest in the applications associated with
higher order modes—especially optical vortices carrying orbital angular momentum
(OAM)—study of the amplification of optical vortices is growing rapidly in various
amplifier systems. In this work, the amplification of single or multiple optical vortices
with OAM at the eye-safe 2 μm was studied for both Ho:YAG crystal rod amplifier and
single crystal fiber (SCF) amplifier systems. As a major material system in the 2 μm
region, Ho:YAG will also be introduced. As background in this section, the properties
and applications of optical vortices will be introduced. In section 1.2, peer work related to
the optical vortices amplification will be presented. In section 1.3, the SCF and SCF
amplifier will be introduced as a novel approach for a solid state system moving towards
higher power and smaller device footprint. The SCF related peer work will also be
discussed in this section as a parallel comparison with our work. The potential challenges
of our work will also be discussed. Finally, in section 1.4, the outline of the dissertation
will be provided for better understanding the structure of this work.
The 2 μm wavelength range and the corresponding coherent sources have many
applications and some of the most attractive applications are associated with atmospheric
transmission. The 2 μm region is another important atmospheric transmission window
other than the traditional 1 μm and 1.5-1.6 μm regions in the near-infrared (NIR)
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wavelength band. Because 2 μm light has lower scattering compared with shorter
wavelengths and the organic molecule absorption “footprint” at this region, many
atmosphere-related applications fall in this wavelength region, such as free space
communications, remote atmospheric sensing, chemical pollution detection, counter
measurement and LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) [1,2].
Right at 2 μm is one of the water absorption peaks; therefore, 2 μm lasers are
widely used for surgical applications for both soft and hard tissue because of the minimal
penetration depth and damage together with the coagulation effect which suppresses
bleeding during operation. Solid state lasers that emit at 2 μm have been used in many
medical procedures including tissue ablation, arthroscopy, urology, dentistry and
ophthalmology (eye surgery) [1–3]. Another important application associated with 2 μm
lasers is material processing, especially for plastics and transparent organic materials.
Such materials do not have enough absorption for the standard 1 μm laser but show
sufficient absorption at 2 μm for direct material processing, cutting and welding [2].
Besides the above mentioned applications, 2 μm coherent sources can be used to generate
mid-IR emissions through optical parametric pumping process.
The development of 2 μm coherent sources starts from 1970’s. Up to now, the
most important material systems include singly-doped holmium (Ho) and thulium (Tm),
as well as co-doped Tm:Ho and Cr:Tm:Ho solid state systems in crystals, ceramic and
glass fibers [4,5]. These two rare-earth materials both have long upper level life times
and therefore high power continuous wave (CW) and pulse Q-switching operation. Ho
has several advantages over Tm material system, including lower quantum defects and
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therefore higher pumping efficiency as well as a longer operation wavelength and
therefore higher atmosphere transmission [6]. With the development of diode lasers and
fiber laser at 1.9 μm corresponding to the in-band absorption peak of Ho, the power
scaling of the Ho lasers and amplifiers with low threshold and high efficiency is
becoming increasingly practical at room temperature.
Trivalent Ho could be doped in many host materials to achieve efficient emission,
such as Ho:YLF, Ho:Y2O3 and Ho:LuAG [4,7,8]. In this work, Ho:YAG crystal is
chosen for our study because Ho:YAG is a well-established material system and the
crystal parameters are precisely measured for research purposes. Since the main goal of
our research is to study how a novel optical beam behaves in an optical amplifier, a wellstudied material such as Ho:YAG will help with the baseline and simulation of the
research.
An optical vortex is a special type of optical beam that carries a helical phase
related to the OAM state of the beam. An additional phase term exp(ilθ) describes the
spiral phase front of the beam, with l being the topological charge number and θ being
the azimuthal angle [9–11]. The spiral phase rotates around the optical axis of the beam
and forms a singularity in the center of the beam, therefore the intensity profile of optical
vortices look like an annulus. The higher the magnitude of charge number l, the faster the
phase front rotates, resulting in a larger central intensity null.
This additional phase term gives the vortex beams various properties such as
handedness, self-healing and orthogonality [12–14]; therefore, vortex beams are
associated with many applications such as optical tweezers, optical trapping, optical
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imaging and quantum information processing [9,15,16]. In recent years, vortex beams
have found applications in optical communication systems. In these systems, OAM
beams are combined through spatial division multiplexing (SDM) techniques to expand
the bandwidth of the communication system in free space [17,18], optical fibers [19–21]
and under water communication systems [22]. When combined with other techniques
such as polarization division multiplexing (PDM) and wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), free space communication systems using OAM beams as a basis have reached
data rates as high as 100 Tb/s [18].
Another very attractive application of the optical vortex is lasing machining.
Traditional lasing machining method use Gaussian beams or top-hat beams, which
compromise between focused spot size and the depth of field. Novel beam structures such
as Bessel beams and vortex beams are able to overcome this barrier and can also be
designed to meet the requirements of a given material configuration [23]. Vortex beams
are used to fabricate annular patterns such as micro-disks and micro-needles because of
the unique intensity distribution; they also have an important advantage for fast
patterning over large non-flat surfaces without critical sample positioning because the
non-diffracting behavior of the vortex beams [23,24]. With the increasing interests and
applications with vortex beams, the amplification of such beams is also drawing
attentions.

1.2 Peer work and state of art
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As mentioned above, there are various applications of optical vortices; therefore,
the amplification of the optical vortices was also studied in many amplifier systems.
In 2011, Yung et al. demonstrated the amplification of LP11 mode in few-mode
Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) for mode-division multiplexed transmission at
1550 nm band [25]. A similar experiment was carried at 2012 by Bai et al. for an optical
transmission system with a measured data rate of 26.4 Tb/s over 50 km few-mode
fiber [19,26]. As a solid-state/fiber mixed master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA)
system demonstrated in 2014 by Kim et al., the LG01 mode (corresponding to OAM
charge number of 1) was generated in Nd:YAG solid state laser cavity and amplified up
to 10.7 W in polarization-maintaining (PM) few-mode Yb-doped fiber amplifier [27]. In
2014, Kanazawa et al. demonstrated the amplification of radially polarized vortices in
Yb-doped fiber amplifier up to 21 W [28]. Also in 2014, Koyama et al. demonstrated the
amplification of mode-locked picosecond vortices with OAM charge number of 1 in a
large-mode-area Yb-doped fiber amplifier [29]; and the amplified vortices were used for
second harmonic generation in a nonlinear LiB3O5 crystal producing frequency doubled
green vortices with doubled OAM charge numbers. However, both passive and active
optical fibers are generally designed to support only a few modes and mode-mixing
between adjacent modes happens very easily. Specially designed passive ring-core fibers
that help with the support of OAM modes up to a charge number of 12 have been
demonstrated by Gregg et al [30]. The design and demonstration of the active fiber is
still under development [31].
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Vortex amplification through optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pumping was
firstly demonstrated by Miyamoto et al [32]. by pumping a KTP crystal with a Qswitched Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm with a pulse duration of 45 ns at a repetition rate of
50 Hz. The pump laser was converted to a vortex through a spiral phase plate and the
down-conversion process generated a vortex of 2128 nm with the half charge number of
the pump vortex. The same group also demonstrated that by designing the KTP oscillator
cavity, (from un-stable to stable) the 1 μm pump vortex can generate 2 μm of the same
charge number [12]. In 2015, Gao et al. demonstrated the amplification of OAM through
another nonlinear process, the stimulated Brillouin amplification (SBA) by photonphonon coupling. Due to the nature of the nonlinear process, the efficiency of the OPO
pumped vortex generation is generally low. From the perspective of power scaling, it is
not very promising [33].
On the other hand, solid state systems are able to provide high power or high
energy and therefore are a potential solution for scaling up the vortex beam amplification.
The CW amplification of a cylindrically polarized vortex, both radially and azimuthally,
was demonstrated in 2013 by Piehler et al. in a Yb:YAG single crystal fiber (SCF) up to
100 W [34,35]. Although being called a SCF, the amplifier has a diameter of 1 mm and
length of 40 mm and is essentially a mini rod with both pump and seed beam passing
through the rod as free-space. In 2015, Lesparre et al. from the same group demonstrated
the amplification of a femtosecond cylindrically polarized vortex in a 3-stage amplifier
system utilizing the same Yb:YAG mini rod. At a repetition rate of 20 MHz, 750-fs
pulses were obtained at an average power of 85 W in cylindrical polarization [36]. Such
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a compact solid state rod amplifier shows great potential in power scaling for both CW
and ultrashort pulse amplification thanks to very tightly pump confinement, efficient
thermal management, high optical efficiencies and cylindrical symmetry of the optical
and thermo-mechanical properties [37].
Because of the above mentioned advantages of the rod amplifier system, the rod
amplifier is chosen to carry out this research on the vortex amplification, specifically,
Ho:YAG rod amplifier. The rod can be grown by traditional crystal growth method and
polished down to shape or it can be fabricated by some other crystal growth method such
as laser heated pedestal growth (LHPG), which is capable of fabricating very thin and
long single crystal rods, or single crystal fiber. In the next section, the development and
state of art of the single crystal fiber amplifier system will be introduced.

1.3 Single crystal fiber amplifier system

The development of the SCF and SCF laser/amplifier system is primarily driven
by growing high power and high energy laser related applications. The explosive growth
in material processing and manufacturing has led to a rapid development of novel solid
state laser/amplifier architectures especially in the form of fiber lasers operating in the 12 μm spectral region. For some military applications requiring output power levels
beyond 10s of kW in continuous mode or for precision material processing applications
requiring high energy per pulse at pulse repetition frequencies ranging from a few 10s of
Hz to a few 10s of kHz, the conventional glass fiber laser technology is not suitable due
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to limitations inherent in the material properties of the glasses used to make the fiber gain
media. The limitations in conventional glass fiber laser technology has led to a
resurgence in the reliable fabrication of high quality, rare earth (Nd, Er, Tm, Ho, Yb, Cr)
doped SCFs [38–46]. The most common material used to fabricate SCF is YAG
although recently there have been efforts to fabricate the SCF using other host materials
such as sesquioxides [47,48] and fluorides [49]. While SCFs preserve the large surface
area-to-volume ratio that is characteristic of conventional fiber design, higher power
scaling in SCF is possible primarily because YAG and sesquioxides have as much as
102–104 times higher onset of the deleterious stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) due to
the higher thermal conductivity of YAG and sesquioxides compared to glass.
A SCF/rod amplifier is a frontier approach in solid state systems combining the
advantages of the conventional bulk crystal materials and optical fiber systems. The
crystal rod is 1 mm or smaller in diameter and a few centimeters in length. Typically, the
seed goes through the rod as in free space while the pump is wave-guided by the rod.
However, the design can be rather flexible depending on the applications, such as
increasing the modal overlap between the seed and the pump and therefore increasing the
gain performance. The rod is long enough to provide sufficient gain to the input seed
beam while the integrity of the beam mode is well maintained through the rod. The small
diameter of the rod helps with the confinement of the pump and it is potentially possible
for the rod to work as a power amplifier.
Besides the above mentioned cases of using rod amplifier as power-amplifiers for
radially polarized vortices, there have been other demonstrations on the high power
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operation of such rod amplifiers in recent years. Martial et al. demonstrated in 2011 using
Nd:YAG rod amplifier as energy amplifier for short pulses with pulse duration of 1
ns [50]. A few gain mediums with different doping levels and different geometries were
tested and the rod amplifier yielded the highest gain. Delen et al. demonstrated in 2013
the amplification of femtosecond pulses in Yb:YAG rod amplifier with a double-pass
scheme [51]. In 2014, the coherent beam combination was demonstrated by Kienel et al.
in a Yb:YAG rod amplifier; two channel combining achieves 695 fs and 3.7 GW peak
power [52]. In 2015, Markovic et al. demonstrate a compact and simple two-stage
Yb:YAG single crystal rod amplifier which delivers 160 W average power, 800 fs
duration pulses [53]. With effort from researchers around the world, the peak and
average powers from rod amplifiers are pushed higher very rapidly, which proves the
potential of such rod amplifiers as a power or energy amplifier.
Related to the amplification potential of the rod amplifier, some work on using
such single crystal rod for laser setup was also explored. The earliest work is dated back
to the 1970s by Stone and Burrus for Nd:Y2O3 SCF laser and Nd:YAG SCF
laser [47,54]. Both the samples are grown by what we now call the LHPG method, but
the sample is less than 1 cm in length. In 2008 Sangla et al. demonstrated a Ø1mm×30
mm Yb:YAG SCF laser fabricated with micro-pulling down method for both CW and Qswitched operation [55]. In 2009, lasing experiments were reported by Sangla et al [41].
in a Ø1.5mm×50 mm Nd:YAG SCF rod grown by micro pulling down method and by
Shen et al. in a Ø1mm×42 mm Nd:YAG SCF rod grown by LHPG method [56]. Micro
pulling down method fabricated Er:YAG SCF lasers were report by several groups
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around 2010 [57–60]. In 2012, Yb:YAG SCF laser power was pushed up to 250 W by
Delen et al [38]. In 2014, mode-locked Cr:YAG at 1520 nm was reported by Ishibashi et
al. in a Cr:YAG SCF grown by LHPG method [42].
All the above mentioned SCF or rod work was done in a rod-like SCF without
cladding. Cladding the doped SCF will help with reducing scattering loss, striping the
high order modes and scaling up the power level; however, there are still technical
difficulties with cladding the doped crystal core with undoped crystal. Some work has
been done exploring alternative cladding techniques [61] and cladding the SCF with
glass [62,63]. Adhesive-free bonding was used to clad Yb:YAG SCF and lasing results
was reported by Mu et al. in 2014 [64]. Glass clad Ti:Sapphire SCF and laser was
reported by Wang et al. in 2016 . Double clad Yb:YAG SCF with glass cladding was
reported in 2015 with small signal gain measured for the first time by Shaw et al [65].
With the cladding technique still under development, the most of the work will be
utilizing unclad SCF.
In summary, SCF benefits from both pump beam confinement and thermal
management, and shows great potential in high power operation for both Gaussian beams
and vortices. So far most of the work focuses on around 1-1.6 μm (rare earth dopant such
as Yb, Nd, Er and Cr) and the amplified vortices typically have a topological charge
number of 1. Little work has been done regarding vortex amplification with higher charge
numbers at or above 2 μm in such SCF or rod amplifiers. Because of above mentioned
reasons, in this work the study on the amplification of high order vortices will be carried
out in Ho:YAG SCF at 2.09 μm. For the purpose of exploring the spatial division
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multiplexing capability, utilizing the large mode area of the SCF and power scaling, the
multiplexed vortices amplification will be intensively studied. The work will be carried
out in a Ho:YAG rod of Ø1mm×60 mm and a Ho:YAG SCF fabricated by LHPG method
with smaller diameter and longer length ensuring guiding for both pump and seed
beams [66,67].
The study on the amplification of high order vortices in rod/SCF amplifiers
involves studying both intensity and phase of the vortices. One challenge comes from the
waveguide, or the SCF itself, which is if the vortices can be coupled into the SCF
properly and guided by a non-cladded waveguide with non-circular shape and surface
scattering. Another major challenge comes from the pump side. The first question is if the
high order vortices can be amplified as efficiently as a Gaussian beam, or how to design
the pump beam to optimize the gain for the vortices. The second question is if the spiral
phase of the vortices, or the OAM topological charge number, will be affected by the
pump beam; such as the beam shape, beam mis-alignment, pump beam power and the
pump beam induced thermal expansion of the rod or SCF. If the answers to above
mentioned questions and challenges hold true for a single high order vortex or for
multiplexed high order vortices is also an open question to explore.

1.4 Dissertation outline

In this dissertation, chapter 1 discussed the motivation, background of our work as
well as the state of art of the similar works.
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Chapter 2 will introduce the simulation model for the SCF amplifier, which is
model is primarily two parts: beam propagation formulation and method, and the
simplified transversely-resolved steady-state rate equations. The model will be used to
verify the experimentally measured data, provide a guideline for designing the different
pumping scheme as well as study the power scaling of the amplifier.
Chapter 3 will discuss the actual work on the amplification of vortices in a
Ho:YAG rod amplifier. Concentric vortex amplification is demonstrated as an example of
amplifying a single beam in the rod amplifier. This will be followed by the amplification
of two spatial modes that are in orthogonal or parallel polarization states which yields the
cases of incoherent seeds or coherent seeds. The multiplication of vortices that are
coherent is a very interesting scenario to look into because the interference changes the
intensity profile of the multiplexed seeds; therefore, what the gain performance is for
each mode will be an open question. Finally, the pump beam engineering for optimizing
the gain for a desired vortex seed will be discussed.
Chapter 4 will discuss the wok in a LHPG grown SCF. The SCF has a more fiberlike geometry compared with the rod and it is a true waveguide structure when used in a
laser or amplifier structure. The fabrication process of LHPG will be briefly introduced,
followed by the optical characterization of the Ho:YAG SCF. The spectroscopic
properties such as transmission, absorption and emission at the 2 μm region will be
studied and compared with bulk crystal. Then the lasing results will be reported from
Ho:YAG SCF in a very practical and feasible laser cavity setup. Finally, the Ho:YAG
SCF will be utilized as a wave-guiding amplifier for both Gaussian beam and higher
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order modes. The results prove that the vortices are amplified and maintained through the
SCF by wave-guiding, which makes the SCF a true multimode amplifier.
Chapter 5 will discuss the high power potential of the SCF amplifier and the
related thermal issues. How to incorporate temperature dependence into the simulation
model will be briefly discussed for the reference of the future work.
Chapter 6 will summarize the studies throughout the dissertation and outline the
research work to be continued in the future.
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CHAPTER TWO
SIMULATION MODEL

2.1 Introduction

Since the either a crystal rod or SCF is a highly multimode waveguide, how the
beam propagates in the rod—guided or free space—will depend on the incident beam
shape and launching. Thus, a 3-D beam propagation model will be needed to predict the
output shape. Additionally, the pump and signal beam will have different intensity
distributions at the same cross sections along the rod, meaning the overlap of the pump
and signal beam will be different at a given location. Models based on consistent pump
and signal beam overlap, either for fiber amplifiers or bulk amplifiers, are not suitable for
such scenarios. Consequently, a transversally resolved (TR) rate equation will be
combined with the finite difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) to solve the
signal gain.
Therefore, in this chapter, the simulation model used in this work will be
introduced in detail. The simulation model is primarily two parts: beam propagation
formulation and method, and the simplified transversely-resolved steady-state rate
equations. This model closely follows the model used in [68] with necessary
modifications [69] for a better understanding of our research problems. The assumptions
and simulation procedure will also be discussed.
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2.2 Semi-vector finite difference beam propagation method

Start from the Maxwell equations and assume the coupling between the two
polarizations is weak and negligible, which is true for rod waveguides. Then the semivector wave equations based on E-field formulation are: [70,71]

  1  ( n 2 Ex )   2 Ex  2 Ex
 2  k 2 n 2 Ex  0
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z
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If one-way propagation (in +z direction) is assumed and the electric field E(x, y, z)
can be separated into two parts: the axially slowly varying envelope term, ϕ(x, y, z), and
the fast varying phase term, exp(-jkn0z), then the electric field can be expressed as:
Et ( x, y, z )  t ( x, y, z )e jkno z

(2.3)

Where subscript t represents x or y polarization, n0 is a reference refractive index
close to the effective index of the beam in the waveguide, and n0 is chosen so that the
envelope varies slowly in the propagation direction. Substituting Eq. (2.3) into Eqs. (2.1)
and (2.2), one-way paraxial semi-vector wave equations are obtained:
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.

(2.5)

The refractive index n is a space-dependent 2-D term n(x, y) representing the
waveguide structure of interest. The combination of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) can be used to
solve the propagation of an arbitrary polarized beam in a high index contrast waveguide,
such as with a silicon waveguide or in our case, a rod waveguide surrounded by air.
Using only one of them corresponds the propagation of a linearly polarized beam. In a
radially symmetric waveguide, Eqs. (2.4- 5) are essentially the same. If a weakly guiding
condition is applied to Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), they reduce to the scalar wave equation,
which applies to linearly polarized mode propagation in an optical fiber. For the interest
of our simulation, the seed beam is TE polarized and the pump is randomly polarized;
therefore, only Eq. (2.4) is solved numerically to propagate either the seed or pump beam.
The finite difference (FD) beam propagation method (BPM) is chosen to solve
the semi-vector equation mainly based on two reasons. First, it does not rely on the
sampling theorem; therefore it has a great advantage over FFT BPM. Second, FD
discretization can be easily incorporated with the transversely-resolved rate equations
which are used to compute the power evolution in the waveguide.
If we use ϕ to represent ϕx in Eq.(2.4) and apply FD discretization,
(im,l 1  im,l )


z
z
,

(2.6)

and



(im,l 1  im,l )
2

,

(2.7)

where subscripts i and l are the sampling point along x and y axis direction and
superscript m is the sampling point along propagation z-axis, the corresponding
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calculation steps are Δx, Δy and Δz. The discretization along the z-axis relates the known
field at the mth step with the unknown field at the (m+1)th step that needs to be calculated.
The FD discretization along the transverse x and y directions are
m m
m m
m m
m m 1
m m 1
m m 1
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Where
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are only refractive index n(i, l, m) related parameters.
Substitute all the discretization equations (2.6-12) into Eq. (2.4), and the final
form of the wave equation is obtained,
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(2.13)
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Moving all the ϕm+1 terms to the left side and all the ϕm terms to the right side of
the equation, a general form of (CΦ=D) is obtained, where C is all known parameters
and D is also known and only related to the input field parameters, ϕm. Φ can be solved
for by calculating the inverse of matrix C, C-1. By iterating the process as the beam
propagates in the +z direction, the output field could be solved.
However, solving the wave equations involves direct calculation of the inverse of
the operator matrix, which requires a lot of time and computational resources. For this
reason, alternating-direction implicit finite difference method (ADIFDM) is adopted here
to facilitate the computation. In ADIFDM method, Eq. (2.13) is decoupled into two
equations where each propagates the wave half a propagation step in only the x or y
direction. To apply ADI method, a half step is introduced as
m
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By substituting Eq. (2.14) into Eq. (2.13) and moving the terms, two half-step 1-D
wave equation is formulated,
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The first half step, shown in Eq. (2.15), propagates the field in the x-direction and
the second half step, Eq. (2.16), propagates the field in the y-direction. By applying
ADIFDM, a 2-D problem is broken down to two 1-D problems. The matrix involved in
the 1-D problem is a tri-diagonal matrix; such a propagation problem in 1-D tri-diagonal
problem can be solved with a recurrence method that does not involve matrix inversion
and therefore speeds up the computation.
For Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), if examined closely, both have the general form of
akkm11  bkkm1  ckkm11  dkm ,

(2.17)

where a, b, c and d are known parameters and ϕm+1 is the unknown to be solved. k
represents either i in Eq. (2.15) or l in Eq. (2.16). If ϕm+1 is expressed in the recurrence
form,

km1   kkm11  k .

(2.18)

Set k → k-1, then Eq. (2.18) can be written as,

km11   k 1km1  k 1 .

(2.19)

Substituting Eq. (2.19) into Eq. (2.17)
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and then we get,
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(2.21)

Each kth row can be calculated by the (k+1)th row and repeated by the recurrence
relation. The value of the very last row is decided by the boundary condition and
therefore is given by

Km1   K .

(2.22)

Compared with the calculation of the inverse matrix to solve for the wave
equation, using the recurrence formulation and ADIFDM greatly improves the
computation speed and therefore enables the study of wave propagation in a waveguide
with a larger cross section without sacrificing the resolution, Δx and Δy.
For the treatment of the boundary condition, transparent boundary condition
(TBC) is introduced. The general idea of the TBC is choosing an outgoing wave vector at
the boundary so there is no reflection on the boundary.
Take the right side boundary as an example. For the plane wave incident on the
boundary,

  M exp( j x) ,

(2.23)

where M and κ are complex number. For discretized field distribution, assuming
the wavenumber κ at the (m+1)th step is given by

Nm
 exp( jx)
Nm1
.

(2.24)

If the real part of κ is positive, the wave is going outwards; if the real part of κ is
negative, the wave is going inwards and will cause a reflection. Therefore, κ is forced to
have a positive real part to make the boundary “transparent” for the incident wave.

Nm1  Nm11 exp( j right x)
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,

(2.25)

with κright to have a reinforced positive real part. The TBCs on the other three
sides of the boundaries follow the same role. TBCs are only applied to the edges of the
simulation area which contains the waveguide area inside.
In summary, a full description of the BPM method and formulation is explained
with necessary assumptions and derivations. In general, for solving the wave equation in
a high-index contrast waveguide, the semi-vector wave equations based on the E-field
formulation are used as the computation basis. For the boundaries, transparent boundary
conditions are applied to ensure the waves are outgoing and causing no reflections. To
speed up the computation, ADIFDM is used to separate each propagation step into half
step propagating in the x-direction and half step propagating in the y-direction; it breaks
down the 2-D problem into 1-D problem. The 1-D propagation can be solved using a
recurrence method due to the tri-diagonal nature of the problem. Furthermore it speeds up
the computation and enables the computation of larger waveguide cross-section. The
general parameters used in the BPM simulation model are, Δx = Δy = 0.4 μm, Δz is tens
of microns depending on the waveguide structures.
For the large waveguide problem studied in our work, including both crystal rod
of 1 mm in diameter and SCF of ~ 300-400 μm in diameter, the propagation models using
semi-vector formulation and 2-D scalar wave under weakly guiding condition yield very
similar results. But in general, the semi-vector formulation contains fewer assumptions
and therefore can be used to calculate the propagation of beams with more complicated
polarization states, such as cylindrically polarized vortices.
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2.3 Transversely-resolved steady state rate equations

In the previous section, the BPM for propagating the beam in the waveguide is
introduced. In this section, a method to calculate the steady-state TR steady-state rate
equations are briefly presented, which closely follows the form in [68,72–74]. The
equations are assuming a most general two-level energy system including saturation
absorption and saturation emission, as shown in Fig. 2.1, which works for either a fourlevel or a three-level transition that may or may not include excited state absorption. It is
also assumed that non-radiative decays are very fast and the transition time can be
ignored when compared to the laser upper level lifetime τ.

Fig. 2.1 Simplified Ho:YAG lasing level diagram.

Taking into account these assumptions, the transversally resolved rate equations
are:
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(2.26)
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In order to be compatible with BPM, the TR rate equations are discretized, [68]
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Where N(m, k) is the ion concentration at a transversal point (m, k), 1 and 2 stands
for the lasing lower and upper levels, respectively. Ps is the signal power and Pp is the
pump power. The + sign and – sign represent the beam propagation direction, either +z or
–z. In our case a co-pumping scheme is adopted, so both the pump and signal propagate
at +z direction. σap and σep are the absorption and emission cross sections at the pump
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wavelength, respectively. Similarly, σas and σes are the absorption and emission cross
sections at the signal wavelength, respectively. Additionally, h is the Planck constant, νp
is the pump frequency, νs is the signal frequency, αp and αs are the loss/attenuation
coefficients of the pump and signal through the SCF, respectively. Γ(m, k) is the power
filling factor at a transversal point (m, k) and the discretized area of a point is A(m, k).
ψ(x,y) is the transversal intensity distribution of the beam.
The parameters for the simulation are as follows: N=1.3×1026 m-3 for 1% Ho3+
doping concentration and N=0.65×1026 m-3 for 0.5% Ho3+ doping concentration,
σap=0.90×10-20 cm2, σep=0.50×10-20 cm2 at 1908 nm, σas=0.23×10-20 cm2, σes=1.20×10-20
cm2 at 2091 nm, τ=8.5 ms [1,3,75–77], αp =0.001 cm-1, and αs =0.001 cm-1 for Ho:YAG
rod and are actual measured loss coefficients for each specific Ho:YAG single crystal
fiber sample. Note that the actual measured emission and absorption cross section
coefficients of the SCF are different from the ones that are taken from the literature,
which mainly comes from the measurement method and will be explained in the next
chapter. Therefore even in the simulation on SCF, these cross section coefficients are
assumed to be the same as the rod.
It is worth mentioning that our model does not take into consideration thermal
effects, such as thermal lensing and temperature dependent absorption. For quasi 3-level
materials such as Ho and Tm doped crystals and fibers, temperature induced laser
wavelength re-absorption has been demonstrated to reduce the laser slope efficiency and
laser output power [3,77–79]. The temperature dependence of the rate equation model
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will be briefly discussed in the last chapter to provide some guidance for designing the
cooling mechanism on the rod amplifier.

4.4 Simulation model summary

As a summary, the model operates based on the following steps, shown in Fig.
2.2, until reaching the end of the rod.

Fig. 2.2. Simulation flow chart.

First, the input E-field of the pump and seed are defined as well as the refractive
index profile of the waveguide and the input power for each beam.
Then, the pump and seed E-fields are propagated separately over a small distance
Δz along the z-axis. The intensity filling parameters are calculated from the beam
intensity distribution to solve the rate equations for pump and seed power change.
This process is repeated until the end of the waveguide is reached. Note that this
model does not consider in any nonlinear effects.
In this work the simulation model will be used to verify the experimentally
measured data and also to provide a guideline for designing the different pumping
scheme. We will also use the simulation model to study the power scaling of the
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amplifier. However, as mentioned earlier, the simulation model has its limits such as
excluding temperature dependence of the Ho:YAG material. Some discussion will be
provided later on how to incorporate a thermal model into the existing model to better
understand the subject.
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CHAPTER THREE
ROD AMPLIFIER

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the chapter one, a rod amplifier is a frontier approach in solid
state systems combining the advantages of conventional bulk crystal materials and optical
fiber systems. The crystal rod is 1 mm in diameter and a few centimeters in length; in our
case, 6 cm. Typically the seed goes through the rod as in free space while the pump is
wave-guided by the rod for a higher intensity distribution along the whole length of the
rod. The rod is long enough to provide sufficient gain to the input seed beam while the
integrity of the beam is maintained well through the rod. The diameter of the rod is small
enough; which helps with the confinement of the pump and it is potentially possible for
the rod to work as a power amplifier. Also, the diameter of the rod is large enough to
guide many high order spatial modes other than the fundamental mode. Therefore, the
rod amplifier could work as an amplifier for not just one but multiple high order modes.
It will be interesting to study how the rod amplifier behaves when amplifying multiple
modes simultaneously. How each mode will be amplifier, equally or favored; how does
the gain comparing with single mode amplification; how the amplified modes look like,
same or distorted; these are the questions need to be answered.
In this chapter, the amplification of spatial modes, mainly high order vortices, will
be studied intensively in a Ho:YAG rod amplifier. In section 3.2, concentric vortex
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amplification is demonstrated as an example of amplifying single beam in the rod
amplifier. In section 3.3, the amplification of two modes that are orthogonally polarized
will be studied. In section 3.4, the amplification of two and three modes that are in the
same polarization states will be studied. Because all the seeds are split from the same
laser source and kept within the coherent length, the multiplexed seeds yield an
interference superposition that is different from simply adding the intensity profile of
each mode together. It will be interesting to look into how coherently multiplication
changes the gain for the seeds. In section 3.6, the pump beam profile engineering will be
discussed for optimization of the gain and output power for a desired seed mode. Section
3.6 will conclude this chapter.

3.2 Concentric Vortex amplifier

In this section, the amplification of concentric vortex beams has been
demonstrated for the first time in a rod amplifier. The rod is long enough to provide
sufficient gain to the input seed beam while the integrity of the beam mode is maintained
well through the rod. The small diameter of the rod helps with the confinement of the
pump and it is potentially possible for the rod to work as a power amplifier.
Figure 3.1 shows the single-pass, co-pumping amplifier setup utilizing the 1%
Ho:YAG rod [69]. The ends of the 1mm diameter × 60 mm long Ho:YAG rod were
polished to flat/flat finish and AR coated for both the pump and the seed wavelengths
(1.9 – 2.1 μm). The barrel of the Ho:YAG rod was also polished so the rod can be used as
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a waveguide for the pump light if needed. A Tm:fiber laser (IPG TLR-50) was used as
the pump source, which provided single mode 1908 nm laser output. The pump laser was
operated in a modulated mode with a pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz and a duty
cycle of 50% to reduce the thermal load in the crystal rod. The output of a CW tunable
laser (IPG HPTLM Cr:ZnS/Se) was coupled into a 10/125 polarization-maintaining (PM)
fiber and used as the seed delivery fiber to ensure high mode quality. Both the seed laser
and pump laser provide more than 40 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR) and very good
power stability within +/-1% power fluctuations. The output wavelength of the seed
source was tuned to 2091 nm to match the peak emission wavelength of Ho:YAG. L1-L5
are AR-coated lenses for pump and seed collimation and focusing. The focused pump
diameter was approximately 400 μm and the pump focal point was located approximately
80 mm before the entrance facet of the rod. The pump beam entered the rod and
continued to diverge and filled the entire volume of the rod. The pump absorption was
more than 98% with up to 20 W of incident pump power. The prescriptions of lenses L3
and L4 were selected to beam shape the output from the seed source to achieve spatial
symmetry of the seed beam across the Ho:YAG rod. Without the concentric phase plate,
the focused single-mode seed beam diameter was approximately 200 μm at the focal
point located at the center of the rod. D1 and D2 are identical dichroic filters oriented at a
45 degree angle of incidence (AOI) with high transmission at the pump wavelength and
high reflection at the seed wavelength. The images of the amplified vortex beam are
captured using an IR camera (Ophir Pyrocam IV).
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Experimental setup of the Ho:YAG rod amplifier. (b) The simulated phase
wrap; (c) the microscope image of the fabricated phase plate for the 3-lobe concentric
vortex. (d) The simulated phase wrap; (e) the microscope image of the fabricated phase
plate for the 5-lobe concentric vortex.

The phase plate converts the Gaussian seed beam into the desired concentric
vortex beam shape. The phase plate can be designed for any wavelength. In the current
effort, the phase plate was designed to operate at 2091 nm. The concentric vortex phase
plate consists of an inner vortex with a counter-clockwise phase wrap of (n×2π) and an
outer vortex with a clockwise phase wrap of (-m×2π). By choosing the proper Gaussian
beam size so as to cover both the inner and outer parts of the phase plate, the far field
pattern of the beam will contain several spatially separated lobes due to interference of
the wavefronts from the inner and outer vortices, and the number of the lobes is
determined by the total charge number (n+m) [80]. To achieve the best results, the power
incident on the inner vortex phase plate should be equal to the power incident on the
outer vortex phase plate. In our experiment, the measured diameter of the incident
Gaussian beam on the phase plate is a factor of 2 larger than the diameter of the inner
vortex phase plate. This means 40% of the incident beam power is incident on the inner
vortex phase plate. In this paper, the (1+2) and (1+4) concentric vortices, corresponding
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to 3-lobe and 5-lobe vortices, were investigated. Illustrations of the phase wrap and the
microscope images of the fabricated phase plates are shown in Figs. 3.1(b)-(e). The phase
plates were fabricated on a fused silica wafer. The fused silica wafer was cleaned, coated
with photoresist, and patterned using optical lithography. Then the wafer was developed
and the patterns were transferred from the photoresist to the silica wafer by etching
method. The refractive index of the fused silica wafer is 1.436 at 2091 nm, so the total
etching depth into the wafer corresponds to 4531 nm for a 2π phase (with 1% etching
depth error). Each 2π phase wrap was approximated by 16 different etching depths into
the wafer, which corresponding to a calculated 98.7% diffraction efficiency. Since the
wafer is not AR coated there will be Fresnel losses at the front and back surface of the
wafer that results in a measured ~8% loss. For the transmitted power, the diffraction
efficiency of the phase plate was measured to be ~97 %. Less than 3% of the total power
is measured in the center null of the diffraction beam corresponding to the non-diffracted
0th order Gaussian component. This would be a result of slight etch depth errors or tilt on
the phase plate and would contribute to the slight intensity asymmetry on the measured
patterns in Fig. 3.2 compared with the simulated patterns. The regular vortex phase plates
used in the following sections are fabricated and work in a similar fashion.
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Fig. 3.2 Upper row, the 3-lobe concentric vortex beam. (a)-(c), the simulated beam at the
entrance facet of the rod, at the focal point inside the rod and at the exit facet of the rod.
(d)-(f) the images of the beam taken by the IR camera at the corresponding locations.
Lower row, the 5-lobe concentric vortex beam. (g)-(i), the simulated beam at the entrance
facet of the rod, at the focal point inside the rod and at the exit facet of the rod. (j)-(l), the
images of the beam taken by the IR camera at the corresponding locations.

In order to ensure the integrity of the concentric vortex beam is not in any way
changed by propagating through the rod, the images of the beam pattern were taken at the
locations corresponding to the entrance and the exit facets of the rod, as well as the focal
point without the presence of the Ho:YAG rod, shown in Fig. 3.2, with the corresponding
simulated beam patterns for comparison. The difference in the optical path length due to
the refractive index of the rod (n=1.807 at 2 μm) was taken into consideration when
capturing the images. The images corresponding to the focal point are also shown for
reference. For both the 3-lobe and 5-lobe concentric vortex beams, the pattern at the focal
point is symmetric, which is inside the rod. Before and after the focal point, the lobes
rotate in opposite directions due to the parabolic phase jump carried by the Gaussian
beam, or the Gouy phase. The higher the total charge number (n+m), the more “spread
out” the beam is and therefore the beam diameter is slightly bigger. It is hard to measure
the exact beam size difference between the 3-lobe and the 5-lobe vortices; however, both
are significantly bigger than the original Gaussian beam. The beam size for both the 3lobe and 5-lobe vortices are estimated to be approximately 900 μm at both the entrance
and exit facets of the rod (the Gaussian beam size at both facets are 2w0=300 μm), which
means the beams can propagate through the rod without introducing any perturbations
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from the sidewall of the rod. The measured beams in Fig. 3.2 look identical to the
simulated beams except some slightly uneven power distributions among each lobe that
may arise from the asymmetry of the collimated Gaussian beam passing through the
phase plate.
The images of the output seed through the rod without the pump were also taken,
shown in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(c). The beam is exactly the same compared with the free
space images (shown in Figs. 3.2(f) and 3.2(l)), supporting the premise that spatial
characteristics of vortex beam are preserved propagating through the rod.

Fig. 3.3 The images of the concentric vortex beam through the rod amplifier; (a) and (c),
with no pump; (b) and (d) with 20 W of incident pump power.

Next the amplification properties of the concentric vortices were investigated.
Limited by the available seed laser power, incident seed powers of 0.1 W and 0.5 W were
used to study the small signal gain and gain saturation effect. Due to the long, 8.5 ms,
upper level lifetime of Ho:YAG, this material is good for energy storing and can be
potentially used as a power amplifier [3]. Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) shows the output seed
power versus the incident pump power for 0.1 W incident seed power and 0.5 W incident
seed power, respectively. Both the 3-lobe and the 5-lobe vortex beams were measured at
each incident seed power. With 0.1 W of seed power and 20 W incident pump power, the
output power for 3-lobe vortex and 5-lobe vortex was 0.88 W and 0.49 W, respectively.
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The corresponding single-pass gain is 8.8 and 3.9. With 0.5 W of seed power and 20 W
incident pump power, the output power for 3-lobe vortex and 5-lobe vortex was 2.40 W
and 1.83 W, respectively. The corresponding single-pass gain is 3.8 and 3.7. In both
cases, the single-pass gain for the 3-lobe vortex beam was higher than the gain for the 5lobe vortex. The simple explanation for this could be the pump/signal modal overlap. The
pump intensity profile was Gaussian. However, the concentric vortex beams contain an
intensity minimum at the center that increases in size with the increasing total charge
number (n+m). Therefore, as the total charge number (n+m) increases, the modal overlap
will decrease.
The simulated gain is also shown in Fig. 3.4 as solid lines. The experimental data
and simulation are in good agreement for the 0.1 W seed case. However, for the case of a
0.5 W seed, the simulation shows approximately 20% higher output seed power
compared with the measured seed power. This difference may arise from both
experimental and simulation issues. Experimentally, on the pump side, any small
misalignment may result in decreased overlap between the pump and seed beams. This
will not only degrade the amplified seed beam quality but also decrease the output seed
power. The dashed lines in Fig. 3.4 show the simulations of a misaligned pump beam
with a small incident angle of 0.3 degree tilt with respect to the seed beam. Such a small
angle will result in an obvious decrease in output seed power. The 0.3 degree tilt is an
estimated value for pump beam misalignment in our setup. Meanwhile, on the seed side,
the seed is actually a coherent superposition of the desired petal beam and a very small
amount of un-diffracted Gaussian beam. This results in a slight degree of mode
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degradation. Such degradation not only causes diffraction beam asymmetry but also
affects the amplified output power. The dotted lines in Fig. 3.4 show the simulated output
power using an input seed with 97% of the power in the petal beam and 3% in a Gaussian
beam. Comparing this with the simulation where 100% of the energy is contained in the
petal beam (solid line), the amplified output power for the case when the seed contains
the petal beam and Gaussian beam is approximately 2-5% higher in all cases. It’s not
surprising because the Gaussian component does have a preferable overlap with the
Gaussian pump profile. On the other hand, with the simulation, our model does not
include thermal induced effects. As a quasi-3-level material, the gain performance of
Ho:YAG suffers from temperature induced laser wavelength re-absorption [1,81]. With
only passive cooling, this thermal effect will cause a distinguishable difference between
experimental and simulation results, especially with higher seed powers, and this is a
major contribution to the difference between simulation and experiment for 0.5 W seed.
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Fig. 3.4 The measured output seed power for different concentric vortex beams. (a)
Incident seed power of 0.1 W; (b) incident seed power of 0.5 W. Blue for 3-lobe
concentric vortex and green for 5-lobe concentric vortex. Solid lines, simulations of ideal
cases; Dashed lines, simulations of a 0.3 degree tilted incident pump beam. Dotted line,
simulations of 3% Gaussian and 97% concentric vortex.

One thing worth noting is that, at higher pump powers, the gain between the two
modes when the seed power is 0.1 W is quite different. However, when the seed power is
0.5 W, the gain difference between the two modes decreases. This suggests that there is
gain saturation to some extent for the 3-lobe concentric vortex mode, which is not
surprising based on the mode size difference between the two concentric vortex beams.
Overall, the concentric vortex beams yield lower mode area intensity (compared with a
Gaussian beam of the same power). Therefore, it is possible for the concentric vortex
beams to be used as the seed in a power amplifier system and obtain a high energy
extraction ratio out of the system. Moreover, comparing the output seed images in Fig.
3.3 with and without pump power, the seed beam quality maintains well at a high pump
power level in both cases, except for some slight distortions in the 5-lobe vortex case.
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Such distortions mainly arise from input seed asymmetry and pump alignment. The input
5-lobe seed itself shows slight asymmetry and such asymmetry gets intensified with
pumping. Also, the pump beam is Gaussian and it is not truly uniformly distributed
across the cross-section of the rod, any slight misalignments, including tilt and off-axis
incidence, will result in unevenly amplification among the lobes.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the amplification of concentric vortex modes
through a rod amplifier experimentally and theoretically. Although the pump/signal
modal overlap is not optimized, the gain and output power of the seed is rather
encouraging. In order to improve the modal overlap, an optimization of the pump beam
with the location of the lobes of the concentric vortex beam is necessary. Although the
Diffraction Efficiency of the phase plates is high, there is still some residual amount of
power in the fundamental mode, <3 %, which does get amplified based on the mode
overlap with the pump signal. Additional work will carried out in the following sections
to evaluate the superposition of spatial modes comprised of vortices with different charge
numbers, coherent or incoherent; and their gain as a function of different pump intensity
profiles.

3.3 Multiple modes amplification: incoherent case

The amplification of concentric vortex beams have been demonstrated in a
Ho:YAG rod amplifier system in the previous section. In this section, the capability of
spatially multiplexing and simultaneous amplification of the rod amplifier will be studied.
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Two spatially multiplexed beams, with at least one of them being a vortex beam, are
amplified and maintained through the rod amplifier system. Benefiting from the large
spatial area of the rod, the system shows potential to amplify multiple spatially
multiplexed incoherent or coherent vortex beams. With polarization multiplexing added
in the system, the rod amplifier could provide a potential solution for multiplexing
amplification of different kinds of beams for desired applications.
The vortex multiplexing amplifier setup is shown in Fig.3.5 [82,83]. The 1%
Ho:YAG rod had a diameter of 1 mm and a length of 60 mm; both end-facets were antireflection (AR) coated for the pump and seed wavelengths. The barrel of the rod was
polished to facilitate waveguiding for the pump light. A Tm:fiber laser (IPG TLR-50)
was used as the pump source, which provided single mode 1908 nm laser output. The
pump laser was operated in a pulse mode with a pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz and
a duty cycle of 50% to reduce the thermal load in the crystal rod. The output of a tunable
IPG laser (IPG HPTLM Cr:ZnS/Se) was coupled into a 10/125 polarization-maintaining
(PM) fiber, split into two fibers and used as the seed delivery fibers to ensure high mode
quality. The two PM fibers were positioned in orthogonal polarization states to avoid any
coherent interference. Both the seed laser and pump laser provided more than 40 dB
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and very good power stability within +/-1% power
fluctuations. The output wavelength of the seed source was tuned to 2091 nm to match
the peak emission wavelength of Ho:YAG. L1-L6 were AR-coated lenses for pump and
seed collimation and focusing. The focused pump diameter was approximately 600 μm
and the pump focal point was located approximately 125 mm before the entrance facet of
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the rod with a NA of 0.0022. The size of the pump beam entering the rod was
approximately 800 μm; the pump beam entered the rod and continued to diverge and
filled the entire volume of the rod. The pump absorption was more than 98% with up to
20 W of incident pump power. Without the phase plate, both focused single-mode seed
beam diameters were approximately 200 μm at the focal point and the focal points were
located at the distal end of the rod. The two seed beams were combined using a 50:50
beamsplitter (BS). D1 and D2 were identical dichroic filters oriented at a 45 degree angle
of incidence (AOI) with high transmission at the pump wavelength and high reflection at
the seed wavelength. The images of the amplified vortex beam were captured using an IR
camera (Ophir Pyrocam IV) at a distance of 450 mm away from the rod. The phase plates
(P1 and P2) were etched in a fused silica wafer and designed with a corresponding |l|×2π
wrapping phase at the seed wavelength of 2091 nm, with |l| being the charge number of
the generated vortex beam. A Gaussian beam passing through the phase plate will carry
the spiral phase and form an intensity singularity in the center. The overall intensity looks
like a “donut” shape with the |l|×2π phase wrap around the center of the beam. The phase
plate was made in-house in our cleanroom facility which has the capability of making
various kinds of phase plates for different applications.
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Fig. 3.5 Experimental setup.

In order to demonstrate the simultaneous amplification of two spatial modes, a
Gaussian beam and a charge 4 vortex beam were multiplexed and propagated through the
rod amplifier system. For this case, only phase plate P1 (|l|=4) was used in the system and
P2 was removed. Around the focal point of the seed beams inside the entire length of the
rod, the central null of the charge 4 vortex was wide enough so that the multiplexed
Gaussian beam did not spatially overlap with the charge 4 vortex at all. This case
corresponds to two spatial modes that occupied separate volumes inside the Ho:YAG rod.
Note that the Gaussian beam and the charge 4 vortex overlap in intensity when imaged in
Fig. 3.6(d) and (e). This is because these images were captured after both beams exited
the rod and were allowed to propagate in free space. Inside the Ho:YAG rod, both seeds
were separated and occupied different volumes. The amplification was measured for each
individual seed beam and the combined multiplexed Gaussian and charge 4 vortex seed
beams.
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Fig. 3.6 The images of the charge 4 vortex beam (a) in free space; (b) through the rod;
and (c) amplified. The images of the multiplexed Gaussian and vortex beams (d) in free
space; (e) through the rod. (f) The amplified Gaussian beam.

These results are plotted in Fig. 3.7 for two different seed powers, 0.1 W and 0.2
W. It is worth mentioning that when adding the amplified seed powers together (the
purple curve in Fig. 3.7), when each seed is amplified separately, the result show great
agreement with the total output seed power when both seeds are multiplexed and
amplified simultaneously (the green curve in Fig. 3.7). This indicates that the
amplification process of these two spatial modes did not interact or compete with each
other because each seed occupied a different spatial volume of the rod. The Gaussian
beam had higher gain compared to the charge 4 vortex, which was due to the better
modal overlap of the pump beam that had a Gaussian intensity profile. The images of the
incident beams taken in free space, through the rod (no amplification) and through the
rod with amplification are shown in Fig. 3.6. The intensity asymmetry of the vortex in the
x and y direction comes from the elliptical shape of the collimated Gaussian beam
incident on the phase plate, and with increasing pump power, the asymmetry of the
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vortex beam became worse, mainly due to the misalignment between the pump and the
seed beams. Ideally, a uniform pump beam profile would not change the intensity profile
of the vortex beam at any pump power level. The faint vertical lines in all the images are
due to the slight interference fringes induced by the AR coated window in front of the
camera sensor.

Fig. 3.7 The measured output seed powers of a spatially multiplexed Gaussian beam and
charge 4 vortex beam as a function of the incident pump power with both modes having
incident seed power of (a) 0.1 W and (b) 0.2 W.

Next, to study the case where the two seeds spatially overlap with each other and
occupy the same volume inside the Ho:YAG rod, two charge 4 vortex beams were
multiplexed and propagated through the rod amplifier system. In this case, the phase
plates P1 and P2 were positioned to produce a charge +4 vortex and a charge -4 vortex.
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The images of the multiplexed vortex beams taken in free space, through the rod without
amplification, and through the rod with amplification are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.8 The images of the charge +4 vortex beam (a) in free space; (b) through the rod;
and (c) amplified. The images of the charge -4 vortex beam (d) in free space; (e) through
the rod; and (f) amplified. The images of the multiplexed two vortex beams (g) in free
space; (h) through the rod; and (i); amplified.

The amplification of each individual seed and the combined multiplexed seeds
were measured and plotted in Fig. 3.9. Similar to the previous case, adding the amplified
seed powers for each seed when measured separately (the purple curve in Fig. 3.9) shows
great agreement with the total output seed power with both seeds amplified
simultaneously (the green curve in fig. 3.9). In this case, two spatially overlapped modes
were amplified simultaneously. However, it is not surprising because these two modes
occupied almost the same spatial volume and yielded identical results compared to the
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situation of one vortex seed with twice the power. This is also the reason why the gain for
each vortex when measured separately is almost the same. Since the power was spread
along the ring shape of the vortex, the seed did not suffer from gain saturation effects up
to a few hundreds of mW level of incident seed power.

Fig. 3.9 The measured output seed powers of spatially multiplexed charge +4 and charge
-4 vortex beam as a function of the incident pump power with both modes having
incident seed power of (a) 0.1 W and (b) 0.2 W.

A key factor for this amplification system is if the beam quality—especially the
phase information—is preserved or degraded during the amplification process. In order to
answer the question, an additional experiment is carried out. A matched filter, or
correlator system is set up after the rod to study the phase of the amplified seed. This
matched filter involves using a conjugate phase plate as the match filter and looking at
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the correlation spot at the focal point of the system. This method has been used in optical
information process and identification, laser modes detection, [84] as well as in the demultiplexing end of SDM optical communication system [17,85]. In general, the match
filter detects and cancels the azimuthal phase of the incoming beam, forming the
correlation spot on the Fourier plane of the lens after the match filter. The intensity,
location and shape of the correlation tell the phase information of the incoming beam. If
the azimuthal phase of the amplified beam changes or degrades during the amplification
process, the correlation intensity decreases. If there is any additional parabolic or linear
phase on the amplified beam induced by the thermal lensing effect of the rod, the shape
of the correlation spot changes; and the location of the correlation spot shifts on the
Fourier plane. It is a very convenient method to study the phase information of the
targeted beam. By measuring the power in the correlation spot at different pumping
levels, it is able to study the phase preservation of the amplified beam. The match filter
setup is assembled after the rod amplifier and shown in Fig. 3.10(a). L1-L3 are lenses in
the system that have the following functions: L1 will collimate the amplified output
beam, L2 will focus the beam and L3 will image the focused correlation spot.
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Fig. 3.10 (a) The match filter experimental setup. The correlation spot of the charge 4
vortex without pumping (b); and at the highest pump power (c).

Since the Gaussian beam is a plane wave, no conjugate phase plate is needed as a
matched filter for this case. The measured power of the correlation spot within an
aperture defined by the camera software remains at ~ 90% of the entire power measured
on the camera sensor for the Gaussian case. For the vortex beam, a conjugate phase plate
results in a correlation spot of ~60% of the entire power measured on the camera sensor
at all pumping levels, measured up to the highest pump power. Figure 3.10(b) and (c)
show the correlation peaks of the charge 4 vortex beam without pumping and at the
highest pump level, respectively. The measured correlation spot power percentage of the
charge +4 vortex seed with increasing pump power for the two cases were plotted in Fig.
3.11. In both cases, without the other seed, the correlation peak stays the same at all
pump levels. In Fig. 3.11(a), with the presence of the Gaussian seed, since the Gaussian
seed has more gain than the vortex seed, the measured power percentage in the
correlation spot decreases with increasing pump power; and the measured power
percentage agrees with the ratio of the measured vortex seed power over the combined
power of the Gaussian seed and the vortex seed, shown as the red curve and green curve
in Fig. 3.7(a), respectively. In Fig. 3.11(b), since both the vortex seeds have the same
power and the same gain, therefore with the presence of the charge (-4) vortex seed, the
correlation spot power percentage drops by half and stays consistent with increasing
pump power; and this also agrees with the power measurement shown in Fig. 3.9. This is
a strong indication that the phase is preserved throughout the amplification process.
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Fig. 3.11. The measured correlation spot power percentage with respect to the entire
power measured on the camera sensor. (a), the case of a Gaussian seed and a charge 4
vortex seed. (b), the case of a V(-4) vortex seed and a V(+4) vortex seed.

In summary, the simultaneous amplification of two spatially multiplexed vortex
modes was demonstrated. This method provides a feasible solution for the amplification
of multiple spatial modes. In the current work, the two multiplexed modes were put into
orthogonal polarization states; which yields the case of incoherent multiplexing. The
passive thermal management of the rod also limited the maximum pump power that could
be applied to the system and affected the gain performance of the Ho:YAG material.

3.4

Multiple modes amplification: coherent case

In the previous section, simultaneous amplification of two spatially multiplexed
vortex modes was demonstrated. The two multiplexed modes were put into orthogonal
polarization states; and the multiplexed beam intensity profile is just simply adding the
intensity profile of each vortex mode together. To expand the amplifier system capacity,
the multiplexing of coherent seeds that are coming from the same source will be studied
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in this section. Considering in the coherence of the seeds, the superposition of the
multiplexed vortices will appear differently from simply adding the intensities of a set of
rings, thus it will be very interesting to look into whether the amplification performance
behaves differently.

Fig. 3.12 Experimental setup.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.12 [86]. The 2090 nm seed laser is
split into three arms by two 50:50 polarization maintaining fiber splitter; and all arms are
placed in horizontal polarization states. The three seeds are then combined by two plate
beam splitters (BS) and focused by lens L5 into the 1% Ho:YAG rod. The rod sits in a
water cooled copper block. The 1907 nm pump laser is focused by lens L4 to match the
size of the seed beams. Identical Dichroic mirrors D1 and D2 are used to combine or
separate the pump and the seed wavelengths. Phase-only plates P1, P2 and P3 are used to
generate the desired vortex beams. Lens L6 is for imaging the near-field image of output
seed onto the camera. For imaging the far-field, lens L6 is used to focus the output beam
onto the Fourier plane as the true far-field, and another lens will be used for magnifying.
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The three arms are controlled to have the optical path length differences within the
coherent length of the IPG seed laser. All fibers used in the setup are panda type singlemode PM fiber; therefore, the mode field is slightly elliptical in shape. After collimating
and focusing, the focused Gaussian beam diameters are approximately 160 μm in the xdirection (NA=0.008) and 130 μm in the y-direction (NA=0.01), and the focal point is at
the center of the rod. The single-mode pump beam is focused down to approximately 800
μm in diameter at the front entrance of the rod with a beam NA of 0.0017.

Fig. 3.13. the illustration of the phase plate and the microscope images of the charge 2
and charge 4 vortex phase plates.

In this demonstration, the three seeds are converted into +4 and -4 vortices and
the third one remains as a Gaussian beam. The simulated far-field intensity profiles and
the measured far-field images are shown in fig. 3.13. All the three seeds have the same
incident powers .
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Fig. 3.13. The simulated intensity profile of (a) charge +4 vortex; (b) charge -4 vortex; (c)
the superposition of the +4 and -4 vortices; (d) the superposition of all three seeds. The
measured (e) charge +4 vortex; (f) charge -4 vortex; (g) the superposition of the +4 and 4 vortices; (h) the superposition of all three seeds.

Due to the coherent nature of the seeds, the superposition of the vortices has a
petal-like beam shape, with the number of the petals equals to the charge number
difference of the vortices, which is 8 in this case. The measured intensity of the
multiplexed three-seed also looks identical with the simulated patterns.

Fig. 3.15 The measured and simulated output power of each incident seeds with respect
to the incident pump power when measured separately.

The measured and simulated output seed powers with respect to the incident
pump power are plotted in fig. 3.15. The incident seed powers are 40 mW for each of the
three seeds. The Gaussian beam had higher gain compared to the charge 4 vortices, which
was due to the better modal overlap of the pump beam with a Gaussian intensity profile,
similar to the previous studied case of the incoherent seeds. The two vortices have very
similar power output due to same spatial mode area inside the rod. The small variations
are possibly due to the slight incident power difference between the two vortices.
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Fig. 3.16 The measured output power of multiple seeds. Left, all three seeds; Right, only
two charge 4 vortices.

Next the output power with multi seeds is studied and plotted in Fig. 3.16. The
three-seed case is shown in the left and the two-vortex case is shown in the right. In both
plots, the blue diamonds show the added power of the output seeds measured separately
and the red squares show the measured output power with three/two seeds incident
simultaneously. The red curve is lower than the blue curve, which is due to both power
saturation effect and mode area change from the super-position. The power saturation
effect is inevitable in any solid state amplifier and is the basis for power amplifier. The
mode area change due to the interference between the modes will change the gain and
output power of multiple seeds; this is the very important to look into if the potential of
the multiple seeds amplifier is to be explored.

Fig. 3.17 Amplified images. (a) Charge +4 vortex; (b) charge -4 vortex; (c) the
superposition of the +4 and -4 vortices; (d) the superposition of all three seeds.
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The measured images of the amplified seeds are shown in Fig.3.17. Comparing
the measured images in Fig. 3.14 without any gain, the amplified images show some nonuniformity and asymmetry around the ring. This effect is clearly due to the misalignment
between the seeds and the pump. In the next section we will show that this problem can
be solved by careful alignment between the pump and seed beams.
A key factor for this amplification system is if the beam quality－especially the
phase information—is preserved or degraded during the amplification process. In order to
answer the question in section 3.3, a matched filter, or correlator system, is set up after
the rod to study the phase of the amplified seed and the power percentage in the
correlation spot is measured to verify the phase integrity of the amplified vortex. The
intensity, location and shape of the correlation indicate the phase information of the
incoming beam. By measuring the power in the correlation spot at different pumping
levels, it is able to study the phase preservation of the amplified beam. However, in
reality, the power percentage of the correlation spot is related to the aperture which
confines the correlation spot, choosing an aperture too large or too small may mislead the
measurement and even misinterpret the results. Therefore, in this experiment, instead of
the power percentage of the correlation spot, the peak power of the correlation spot is
measured. The peak intensity of the correlation spot is a direct measurement of how
strong the correlation is. The additional correlator setup is same as the setup in Fig. 3.10.
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Fig. 3.18 Measured correlation peak intensity along with the measured output seed power
for both +4 vortex, -4 vortex and the Gaussian beam.

The relative peak intensity of the correlation for each vortex is measured and
plotted to scale with the measured output seed power. It is clear that the output power
curve and the correlation spot peak intensity curve matches well, which indicates that the
phase is preserved through the amplification process without being perturbed.
In summary, the simultaneous amplification of two and three multiplexed vortex
modes was demonstrated in a rod-type amplifier. Despite the saturation effect, the rod
amplifier shows great potential for simultaneously amplification of coherently
multiplexed modes. The correlation peak intensity is also studied for the amplified vortex
as a direct measurement of the phase integrity of the beam.
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As we discussed before, using a Gaussian pump beam intensity profile leads to
more amplification for a Gaussian shape seed. The higher the charge number of the
vortex is, the less overlap the vortex beam has with the Gaussian pump beam, and
therefore less amplification occurs. A uniform pump intensity profile could be another
key factor to achieve uniform amplification of different vortex beams in the system as
well as to maintain the beam profile and integrity. However, uniform pumping may be
impractical for a resonantly pumped solid state or rod amplifier system. As a result, to
increase the gain for the particular vortex, matching the pump beam profile to the desired
seed vortex intensity profile, or pump beam profile engineering, will be discussed in next
section.

3.5 Pump beam profile engineering

Due to the pump/signal modal overlap, the Gaussian seed is favored when
pumping with a Gaussian beam. Therefore, pump beam profile engineering is essential
for optimizing gain for the desired vortex. In this section, in order to improve the gain for
vortices, a ring-shaped pump beam is utilized to pump the vortices instead of a Gaussian
pump beam. The amplification and simulation results using these two pump beam
profiles are compared and discussed for single vortex beam as well as for two spatially
multiplexed vortices of opposite OAM charge numbers. The possibilities of optimizing
the pump beam profile furthermore will also be discussed.
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In this demo case, the three seeds are the same as in the previous section; they are
charge +4, charge -4 vortices, and a Gaussian beam. The focusing lens L4 is replaced
with a faster lens to produce a focal spot of approximately 200 μm in diameter to closely
match the size of the seed beams. Then the pump beam is converted into a charge +2
vortex by placing a phase plate P4 in the path of the pump beam, shown in Fig. 3.19,
together with the pump beam profile measured with the camera as the inset of Fig. 3.19.
With a ring-shaped pump beam profile, the seed vortices are expected to have a better
overlap with the pump yielding higher gain than the Gaussian seed beam. The slight
asymmetry of the pump beam is due to the phase mismatch between the phase plate P4
and the pump wavelength 1908nm because the phase plate is designed for the seed
wavelength 2091 nm [86].

Fig. 3.19 Experimental setup for pump beam engineering demonstration. Inset, measured
ring-shaped pump beam profile.

The measured and simulated output seed powers with respect to the incident
pump power are plotted on the left of Fig. 3.20. The incident seed powers are 40 mW
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each for all the three seeds. As expected the vortices have higher gain than the Gaussian
beam. A comparison of measurement and simulation is shown in right of Fig. 3.20 for
single vortex and multiplexed vortices or the petal pattern. A great match between the
experiment and the simulation shows good alignment between the pump and seed beams
as well as the power of the simulation tool to predict the behavior of this complex
pumping scheme.

Fig. 3.20 Left, the measured output power with 40 mW incident seed power on each
beam. Right, the comparison between measurement and simulation for single vortex and
multiplexed vortices.

Figure 3.21 shows the far-field images of the simulated single vortex, two
multiplexed vortices, and three multiplexed beams through (a)-(c) and the measured +4
vortex, -4 vortex and multiplexed vortices through (d)-(f). Fig. 3.22 shows the amplified
single vortex and multiplexed seeds. Comparing with the images of the amplified vortices
shown in Fig. 3.17, with improvement of the pump-seed alignment, the symmetry of the
vortices is greatly improved. Note that the ring intensity is different in one direction than
another, which is caused by the elliptical shape of the incident Gaussian beam on the
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phase plate. This intensity contrast is maintained throughout the amplification and stays
the same in the amplified vortex intensity profile, shown in Fig. 3.22 (a)-(c). In Fig.
3.22(d), because the vortices have more power than the Gaussian seed, both the central
Gaussian spot and the surrounding petals can be seen easily with better contrast.

Fig. 3.21 The simulated far-field of (a) single charge 4 vortex; (b) multiplexed vortices
and (c) all three seeds. Measured far-field images through the rod without gain of (d), +4
vortex; (e) -4 vortex; and (f) multiplexed vortices.

Fig. 3.22 Amplified (a) +4 vortex; (b) -4 vortex; (c) multiplexed vortices and (d) all three
seeds.

As a comparison, the output power of the charge 4 vortices with Gaussian pump
and ring pump are plotted together in Fig. 3.23. It is clear that utilizing a ring shape pump
beam profile not only optimizes the gain for the vortices, but it also improves thermal
management and enables the rod amplifier to handle more pump power. It is not hard to
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imagine because the ring shape pump avoids a sharp temperature gradient compared with
a Gaussian pump and stretches the thermal load on the amplifier rod more towards to
boundary of the rod; therefore, the heat can be extracted by the surrounding copper block
faster.

Fig. 3.23 The measured amplified vortex seed power with incident pump power. (a) The
output power of the individual vortices in both pumping cases. (b) The multiplexed
output power of the vortices in both pumping cases.

In summary, different pump beam profiles for pumping vortex beams are
demonstrated and discussed in this section. With a ring-shaped pump beam profile, the
performance of the vortex beam amplifier is improved. Simulation will also be carried
out for a better understanding of the experimental measurement and also for a prediction
of most optimized pump beam profile. Further work involves matching the pump beam
profile even more closely to the seed beam and pushing the limit towards the ideal
theoretical model results as well as improving the amplified beam shape uniformity.
Since Ho:YAG is very efficient in energy transfer when in-band pumped, the potential of
the rod amplifier as a power amplifier will need be explored with proper thermal
management.
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3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the work focusing on the multiplexed vortices in rod amplifier has
been discussed. The cases of single concentric vortices, multiplexed vortices of
orthogonal polarizations and multiplexed vortices coming from the same coherent source
are studied. The phase information of the amplified vortices is also evaluated to
demonstrate that not only the vortices get amplified, but the beam integrity including the
spiral phase is also preserved. The pump beam profile engineering is also discussed for
optimization of the gain for a desired seed beam. By changing the Gaussian pump beam
to a ring-shaped vortex beam, the performance of the vortex beam amplifier is improved
with increased seed vortex output power and better pump power handling capability.
Limited by the available seed laser power and the multiplexing method, our seed
power is low and therefore all the work is related to the small signal gain region. In order
to explore the potential of rod amplifier as a power amplifier for multiple modes,
simulation will be carried out to predict the high power amplification in the rod amplifier
in chapter 5. Meanwhile, the necessary thermal management also needs to be addressed.
The thermal management of the rod limits the maximum pump power that could be
applied to the system and also affects the gain performance of the Ho:YAG material.
Proper active cooling will be needed for power scaling of the rod amplifier. Despite the
limitations mentioned above, this system shows potential for working as a power
amplifier for single or multiple high order modes.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SINGLE CRYSTAL FIBER AMPLIFIER

4.1 Introduction

In previous chapter the amplification of high order vortices was studied in a
Ho:YAG rod amplifier and such rod amplifier shows great potential as a high power
amplifier. The small diameter of the rod (comparing with bulk crystal) helps with a
smaller temperature gradient inside the rod; and a lower temperature benefits the
spectroscopic properties of the most the rare earth element doped crystals including
Ho:YAG. However, the main drawback of a smaller diameter is the reduced heat
exchange surface between the rod and the cooling block. Therefore, the rod needs better
thermal contact with the cooling block in order for actually benefitting from the thermal
management advantages for high power applications [37].
Alternatively, one method to overcome the drawback is to make the rod towards
even smaller diameter and a longer length to truly benefit from the large surface-tovolume ratio just like a glass optical fiber. However, it is very hard to polish a rod with a
diameter less a 1 mm and a few centimeters in length, some other crystal growing
methods are introduced to fabricate the fiber-like single crystals, or SCFs. Due to the
above mentioned reason, in this chapter, the LHPG fabricated SCF will be introduced and
studied as an alternative of the mini crystal rod; and the amplification work will be
extended to Ho:YAG SCFs with relatively large surface-to-volume ratio as glass fibers.
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Although with only air/crystal clad, SCF will be studied as a true multimode waveguide
for both pump and seed beams.
In this chapter, research work on the unclad Ho:YAG SCF will be introduced.
Section 4.1 serves as a general introduction and background for the SCF work in this
chapter. In section 4.2, the fabrication process of the SCF will be briefly discussed and
the LHPG method used to fabricated the Ho:YAG SCF will be described. In section 4.3,
the optical characterization of the Ho:YAG SCF will be discussed, including transmission
and emission spectrum measurements at the 2 μm region as well as the calculation of
absorption and emission cross section coefficients and the scattering loss. Both the
absorption and emission peak wavelengths of the Ho:YAG SCF are confirmed to be the
same as in bulk Ho:YAG crystal. In section 4.4, lasing results are reported from two
Ho:YAG SCF samples, one with a 320 µm diameter and another with a 340 µm diameter
, both are 115 mm long with 0.5% doping concentration. Optimal results are achieved
from the facet-free square-shape SCF with output power of 26.7 W with 72.3% opticalto-optical slope efficiency and it is believed to be the best lasing results achieved from
LHPG method fabricated Ho:YAG SCF. In section 4.5, the Ho:YAG SCF is utilized as a
wave-guiding amplifier for both Gaussian beam and higher order modes. A charge +2
vortex is sent through a square-shape SCF; the far-field images of the output seeds prove
that the vortex is amplified and maintained through the SCF by wave-guiding, which
makes the SCF a true multimode amplifier in this case. The phase of the output vortex is
also measured and discussed. Section 4.6 will conclude the SCF work and provide some
insight for the future work on the same topic.
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Fabrication processes of SCF with smaller diameters and various methods of
cladding are currently under investigation for high power laser/amplifier applications.
With efforts in reducing the diameter of SCF and scattering loss; improving diameter
variation control and cladding technique, significant improvement in the power scaling as
well as the spatial beam quality of SCF laser and amplifier output beam will be achieved
in the near future.

4.2 Single crystal fiber fabrication

SCFs have been grown since the early 1980s using several methods including
Edge-Defined Film Fed Growth (EFG) [87], micro-pulling-down [60], and the LHPG
method [88] with emphasis on single crystal sapphire fiber for passive delivery of midIR laser radiation of 2-5 μm [44]. The most common method used today is LHPG. This
method was first developed by Haggerty [89] at MIT and then further refined by a
number of researchers including those at Stanford University

[44], Rutgers

University [45], University of South Florida [90], Shasta Crystals, Inc. [91], and others.
LHPG is a crucibleless method much like that of the float zone technique and it could be
used to grown both passive and doped oxide SCFs. Oxide crystals are mechanically and
thermally more robust than glass fibers (see Table 4.1) [45]. In addition, unlike glass
fibers, SCFs have a significantly higher spectral cutoff wavelength of ~4.5 μm making
them attractive for MWIR applications. It is important to note that the SCFs grown are
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unclad in that there is no true fiber cladding as is the case with conventional glass
core/clad fiber structures.

Silica
glass
Sapphire
YAG

Transmission Tg/Tp Thermal
Range (μm)
(°C)
conductivity
(W/m/K)
0.18-2.2
1600 1.38

Young’s
Modulus
(GPa)
73

Refractive
index
@1.06 μm
1.45

0.17-5.5
0.21-5.5

335
300

1.75
1.81

2040
1940

27.21
14

Table 4.1. Properties of glass, sapphire and YAG. Tg/Tp, transition/melting
temperature [45].

In LHPG SCF growth, a CO2 laser beam is focused onto the tip of a source rod
creating a small molten bead at the top of the oxide crystal source rod. A seed fiber is
dipped into the molten region and slowly pulled upward forming the single-crystal fiber.
The source rod, which may be single or polycrystalline (ceramic), is simultaneously fed
upward to replenish the supply of molten material. A unique feature of our LHPG
apparatus is the use of a pair of AR-coated ZnSe axicons to convert the Gaussian CO2
laser beam into a ring rather than the more common method employing a reflective
(refraxicon) focusing system [66]. The growth speed is between 1 to 3 mm/min and the
source-to-fiber reduction for stable growth is about 3:1. Almost all of our starting source
material is single-crystal YAG with dimensions 1 × 1 × 100 mm. The 25 W CO2 laser is
amplitude stabilized by taking a small portion of power from the rear output mirror and
inputting this signal to a LabView program as feedback control. This program returns a
signal to the power supply to control the output laser power to ±0.2%. In addition to
amplitude stabilization we also use a laser micrometer to measure and control the fiber
diameter.
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Fig. 4.1 (a), LHPG method diagram. (b), the melting zone.

One of the more unusual effects in SC fibers is the tendency for facets or small
ridges to be present on the outer surface of the fiber. These facets have been seen by other
investigators for YAG as well as for sapphire fibers [92–94]. We show some typical
facets on the surface and cross section of our YAG fibers in Fig. 4.2. The fiber shown in
Fig. 4.2(a) was grown from an unoriented seed fiber. The facets are spaced about 21 μm
apart with a height of less than 40 nm for a 330-μm diameter fiber grown at a speed of 2
mm/min. The fiber shown in Fig. 4.2(b) was grown from a seed fiber oriented 15° from
the [100] to [110] plane. This orientation of the seed fiber was chosen based on the work
of Ishibashi, et al. [93] and Kitamura, et al. [95] who studied the growth of YAG fibers
grown from different seed orientations. They showed that this particular orientation
yielded essentially facet-free fibers but the cross section of the fibers is square
shaped [58]. We will show in the following sections that this facet-free square SCF
yields the best lasing and amplification results so far.
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Fig. 4.2. Surface and cross section of (a) a fiber grown from an unoriented seed and (b)
another fiber which was grown using an oriented seed.

From an ideal point of view, for these fibers to be a viable host for rare-earth
dopants and laser applications, it is necessary to lower the losses significantly but also to
eventually clad the fibers in a manner similar to the single-clad or double-clad structures
of glass fiber lasers. While cladding is a challenge, there have been studies involving a
glass overclad on YAG fibers [94]. While this technique does provide a cladding that can
operate in the 1 to 2 μm region, it is not ideal from the viewpoint of exploiting the high
power capability predicted for YAG, a capability based on a much higher SBS threshold
and thermal conductivity compared to glass. A true crystal cladding for YAG fibers has
still much research to be done.
In summary, the widely used SCF fabrication technique, the LHPG method was
introduced in this section, together with the necessities and challenges for the true
cladded SCF. In next section, the optical characterization will be carried out on the airclad Ho:YAG SCF fabricated by the LHPG method.

4.3 Optical characterization
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For Ho:YAG, major interests lies on the in-band pumping and emission at the 2
μm region. Therefore, the in this section, the transmission, absorption and emission
properties of the Ho:YAG SCF are studied.
First, the 5I8→5I7 absorption spectrum of the 0.5% Ho:YAG SCF sample was
measured by a mid-infrared IPG tunable laser (Model HPTLM-Cr-ZnS/Se) using a
resolution of 0.7 nm. A double-convex lens with a focal length of 75 mm was used to
focus the laser beam into the SCF. In order to make sure the entire incident light can be
coupled into the SCF, the radius of the laser beam was measured after the lens and
plotted against the distance behind the lens as shown in the insert in Fig. 4.3. As the inset
in Fig. 4.3 shows, the focused laser beam has a beam waist radius of 38 μm; such a small
beam waist guarantees that there will be multiple TIR occurences as the beam traverses
the fiber. The first Ho:YAG SCF sample is 3.15 cm in length and both ends are polished.
The proximal end of the fiber was positioned ~84 mm from the lens with the pump beam
focusing just inside the fiber. The pump beam inside the SCF is guided by TIR. The
power of the incident and transmitted beams were measured using a power meter (Ophir
30A-SH). The ratio of the transmitted and incident power (taking into account the ~8.1%
per surface Fresnel reflection losses) yields the attenuation coefficient including
absorption and scattering loss. The measured attenuation coefficient is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 The absorption spectrum of the Ho:YAG SCF. (Inset) The measured incident
laser beam size with respect to the distance from the focusing lens.

The absorption spectrum shows the strongest absorption peak is at 1907.7 nm
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~ 6 nm. Note that across the spectral
region accessible with the tunable laser, the absorption spectrum has an average loss of
0.02 cm-1, corresponding to a power loss of 6% along the 3.15 cm fiber length, which is
probably due to scattering along the fiber as well as experimental error. This loss value is
quite similar to Digonnet’s measurement in [94], which shows the propagation loss
increases with a decreasing fiber diameter. Cladding the SCF is a solution to reduce the
scattering loss when reducing the diameter size of the SCF.
The measured absorption spectrum is normalized and then used to calculate the
absorption cross section σabs of the Ho:YAG using Eq. (4.1),

 abs 


N

.
(4.1)
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where α is the absorption coefficient and N is the doping concentration of Ho3+
ions, which is 6.5×1019 cm-3 for the 0.5% atomic doping concentration. According to
McCumber theory, the emission cross-section can be obtained from the absorption crosssection line shape by using Eq. (4.2) [76,96],

 emi   abs

Zlower
 hv  hv 
exp  0
.
Zupper
 kT 

(4.2)

where Zlower and Zupper are the partition functions of the lowest sub-levels of the
lower and upper states involved in this transition; v0 is the zero line frequency or the
energy separation between the lowest sub-levels of the 5I8 and 5I7 levels in Ho3+ ions; h is
Planck’s constant; k is Boltzmann’s constant; and T is the room temperature. In our case,
Zlower/Zupper=0.62 [76]; v0 is 5227 cm-1 at room temperature [77], corresponding to
1914.1 nm in wavelength and T is 295 K. The calculated absorption (σabs) and emission
(σemi) cross-sections as a function of wavelength are shown in Fig. 4.4.

The peak

emission in Ho:YAG occurs at 2090 nm. In comparison with bulk Ho:YAG data
in [76,77], the measured σabs and σemi are about half of the bulk data, several reasons may
contribute to this reduction in measurements. First, due to the segregation effect of the Ho
ions, the SCF may contain fewer Ho ions than the source rod or their distribution [97].
The over-estimated Ho ion concentration will result in a lower cross section coefficient
calculation. Second, the incident power level results in a ~20–25% reduction in
absorption due to the saturation effect. Improvements would be expected with a lower
incident power and an increased sensitivity in the detector. Third, the spectral linewidth
of the laser source will have a small impact on the measured absorption [77]. Since σemi
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is calculated from σabs, any small deviation in σabs will result in a significant difference in
σemi.

Fig. 4.4 The absorption (red) and emission (blue) cross section coefficients of the
Ho:YAG SCF. The emission cross section is calculated from the measured absorption
spectrum using McCumber Theory.

To verify the calculated emission cross section spectrum, the actual fluorescence
emission spectrum from 5I7→5I8 was recorded using the IPG tunable laser for in-band
pumping. The pumping wavelength was 1932.2 nm, and this pumping wavelength was
chosen as a trade-off between the absorption intensity and the available pump laser
output power. Although the strongest absorption occurs at 1908 nm, the output power of
the tunable laser at 1908 nm is less than half of the output power at 1932 nm. The SCF
was pumped using the same setup as the absorption measurement. The 1932.2 nm pump
light was coupled into the SCF from one end and the emissions were collected from the
other end via a multi-mode fiber patch cord. The collected emissions were analyzed by a
YOKOGAWA AQ6375 Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA). Figure 4.5 shows the
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emission spectrum under different pump power levels, and the emission peak is at 2090.6
nm, which is close to the calculated emission peak of 2090 nm. Comparing Fig. 4.4 and
Fig. 4.5 it is clear that the calculated emission strongly correlates with the measurements.

Fig. 4.5 The measured emission spectrum under different pump power using 1932.2 nm
direct in-band pumping.

In summary, the optical properties of the Ho:YAG SCF samples are studied and
the absorption and emission peaks of the 2 μm region are confirmed. Comparing with the
bulk crystal of the same doping concentration, the measured emission coefficient at 2090
nm is smaller, and this is mainly due to our measurement constraints. For the simulation
of the SCF, the emission and absorption cross section coefficients are taken from the
literature for the bulk crystal and the loss coefficients will be measured from each
sample.
Since the Ho:YAG SCFs are measured to have the same properties as the bulk
crystal, in the following sections the applications of the SCF will be discussed, focusing
on SCF lasing and SCF amplification. The SCF samples studied in the following sections
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will have longer length, ensuring that the SCF fiber behaves as a fiber with multiple total
internal reflection (TIR) occurrences along its propagation path.

4.4 Single crystal fiber laser

It is important to note that while there have been some impressive laser results
reported with SCFs, most SCFs utilized are in fact not fibers per conventional definition;
the SCFs either have no cladding, are not bendable or coilable like conventional fibers,
and often have diameters greater than 500 µm and in some cases are a millimeter or
larger, as discussed in chapter 1. In some previous work, the fiber had only one or two
bounces from the total internal reflection from the fiber walls, therefore, acting more like
a bulk crystal. Strictly speaking, the SCF is a fiber-like waveguide device that typically
uses air as its cladding.
In recent years, as mentioned above, there have been reports of cladding SCF
[58,59,61], and of lasing single-clad and double-clad waveguides fabricated using
diffusion bonding techniques with Er:YAG and Yb:YAG [61,64]. However, the
prohibitive fabrication cost, low yield and long lead times make the diffusion bonding
fabrication technique impractical for any commercial applications. Other reports have
shown low power lasing of glass clad fibers grown by the co-drawing LHPG technique
with Yb3+:YAG silica fiber and Cr4+:YAG crystal fiber [63,98,99].
In the current effort, we report on the lasing results from a 320 µm diameter, 115
mm long 0.5% Ho:YAG SCF fabricated using the LHPG technique. This length to
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diameter ratio ensures that multiple bounces are realized and that the SCF is actually
guiding the pump and signal beams with the fiber geometry. In the previous section, the
small signal gain properties of the Ho:YAG SCF were studied

[66]. Recent

improvements in the LHPG fabrication process have led to significant reduction in
transmission losses within the SCF from 8.7 dB/m to approximately 1.3 dB/m at 2.0 µm
for the new Ho:YAG SCF sample. With continued improvements in the SCF
transmission and recent advances in the ability to clad the SCF, power scaling the laser
output to few hundred watts in the 2 μm spectral region is possible in the near future.
The experimental setup used for the lasing experiments is depicted in Fig.
4.6. [100] The SCF was passively cooled by mounting the SCF in a copper block using
thermal grease to facilitate heat transfer from the SCF to the copper block. The Ho:YAG
SCF was pumped using a TEM00 1908 nm Tm:fiber laser (IPG TLR-50) in either
continuous-wave (CW) or pulsed mode. Pumping the Ho:YAG in pulsed mode
significantly reduced the thermal loading in the SCF. The pump beam was focused to 200
μm diameter (NA=0.0065) with the focal point located just outside the input facet of the
SCF. The flat-flat high reflector (HR) was coated for high transmission (T>98%) at the
pump wavelength and high reflectivity (R > 99.9%) between 2050 – 2400 nm. The HR
was placed as close as possible to the front facet of the SCF to provide as much feedback
as possible for the lasing wavelength. The lasing cavity consisted of the HR and the
uncoated distal end of the SCF which provides 8% Fresnel reflection. The output laser
beam from the SCF was collimated using an AR coated 5.95 mm focal length lens, F1,
and reflected off two identical dichroic mirrors, M1 and M2, to separate any residual
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pump and laser signal beams. The dichroic mirrors were coated for high reflectivity at
2090 nm (R > 99%) and high transmission at the pump wavelength (T > 96%) at 45
degrees AOI. The spatial beam profile of the output laser beam was imaged using an IR
camera (Ophir Pyrocam IV). The spectral content of the output laser beam was measured
using an optical spectrum analyzer (YOKOGAWA AQ6375B).
The Ho:YAG SCF used in this work was grown from a bulk crystalline 0.5%
Ho:YAG bar (Scientific Materials). The fiber was grown at a rate of 2 mm/min. The
length of the as-grown fiber was 28 cm with a diameter of 320 μm. The loss for the asgrown fiber was measured to be 0.88 dB/m at 1.06 μm. This fiber was then cleaved into a
segment of 115 mm, with both ends polished for lasing experiments. The polishing of the
SCF is done on a fiber polisher and starts with a 30 μm polishing pad and progresses
down to a 0.3 μm polishing pad. The polished ends are inspected under 50X optical
microscope and no scratches are visible. The end-facets may have some non-flatness and
curvature, but the overall quality of the polished end facets will be sufficient for general
laser applications.
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Fig. 4.6 (a) Schematic of Ho:YAG SCF laser setup and (b) actual setup.

The lasing performance of the SCF was studied under both CW and pulsed pump
modes. Figure 4.7 shows the output laser power as a function of the absorbed pump
power under both CW and pulsed pumping. Under CW pumping, the output power
begins to roll off at pump power levels exceeding 20 Watts due to thermal issues.
However, under pulse pumping (10 Hz repetition rate, 50% duty cycle), the thermally
induced roll-over occurs at more than twice the absorbed pump power (> 40 W vs
~20W). Since Ho:YAG is a quasi-three level gain media, operating temperature has a
significantly adverse influence on both the gain and lasing performance [33-35]. For the
current effort, under pulsed pumping and taking into account all the Fresnel reflection
losses and non-absorbed pump power, the optical-to-optical slope efficiency was
measured to be 67.5% with a lasing threshold of 4.3 W and maximum output power of
24.5 W.
It is worth mentioning that the SCF laser configuration utilizes only HR and fiber
end facet as an output coupler (OC), and this configuration is the same as a typical CW
fiber laser configuration. On the contrary, a typical Ho:YAG solid state crystal laser
needs an OC with at least 50% reflection [101–104]. This is strong proof that the
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Ho:YAG SCF is a more fiber-like waveguide than a solid state rod; therefore, the laser
could operate with only 8% Fresnel reflection because the optical gain per unit length is
high enough.

Fig. 4.7 The output laser power as a function of absorbed pump power under both CW
and pulsed pump mode. Inset, the cross-section of the SCF.

The spectrum of the output laser beam at the output power of 22 W is shown in
Fig. 4.8 on a linear scale. The laser wavelength is centered at 2090.6 nm with a full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.3 nm. The inset in Fig. 4.8 shows the relative strength of
the signal laser beam relative to the pump beam after passing through the second dichroic
filter. In some Ho:YAG laser systems using either bulk crystal or ceramic material, the
lasing wavelength emission is around 2097 nm or even 2122 nm [103,105,106].
However, in our experiment only the 2090.6 nm peak is observed up to the maximum
laser output power. The most likely explanation for the wavelength difference is that with
only 8% Fresnel reflection as an output coupler, the net gain at 2090.6 nm is stronger
than at 2097 nm. With a higher reflectivity output coupler, the net gain build up at the
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2097 nm is expected to be higher because of a lowered inversion level and therefore will
shift the spectrum of the output to the longer 2097 nm wavelength [105,107].

Fig. 4.8 The optical spectrum of the laser at 20 W of output power centered at 2090.6 nm.
The inset: the whole spectrum from 1900 – 2200 nm.

The near-field and far-field images of the laser beam are shown in Fig. 4.9 for
output laser powers of 1 W and 22 W, respectively. Given the large diameter of the SCF,
and absence of any intra-cavity spatial mode control, the output is highly multimode in
nature with multiple interactions with the air-clad interface. Moreover, the diameter
variations along the length of the SCF and the non-circular shape of the SCF lead to
further mode mixing resulting in the highly multi-mode spatial profile. At 1 W of output
laser power, which is just above the threshold, the beam shape is “speckled” in the
center—shown in Fig. 4.9(a) and 4.9(b). However, with increasing pump power and at 22
W of output laser power, the beam becomes even more diverging and more modes are
oscillating in the cavity. The beam shapes, both in the near-field and far-field, shown in
Fig. 4.9(d) and 4.9(e), become more uniform and smooth in the center due to the overlap
of the multiple lasing modes.
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Fig. 4.9 (a), the near-field image; (b), the far-field image and (c), the intensity slice in x
and y direction of 1 W output laser power. (d), the near-field image; (e), the far-field
image and (f), the intensity slice in x and y direction of the 22 W output laser power.

Another 0.5% Ho:YAG SCF sample with a 340 μm diameter and a 115 mm
length, which is pulled using an oriented seed, is also studied in the same lasing
experimental setup. The specific seed crystal orientation results in a square cross-section
of the pull SCF with no crystal facets along the sidewall. Because of the short sample
length, the measured scattering loss is very similar to the previous sample, which is
approximately 0.003 cm-1. However, the lasing experiment results on this squared crosssection SCF sample is better in both output laser power and laser beam intensity profile.
Output power of 26.7 W with 72.3% optical-to-optical slope efficiency is achieved,
shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.10 The output laser power as a function of absorbed pump power modulated pump
mode. Inset, the cross-section of the squared SCF.

The intensity profiles of the laser beam are shown in Fig. 4.11, for both low
power and high power. Compared with the laser beam intensity profile shown in Fig.
4.10 for the old sample, the new sample is able to produce a laser beam of less scattered,
which means great improvement on the SCF quality.

Fig. 4.11 the output laser intensity profile of the squared SCF. (a), the near-field image;
(b), the far-field image of 1 W output laser power. (c), the near-field image; (d), the farfield image of the 25 W output laser power.

In summary, significant improvements in the fabrication of the air-clad 0.5%
Ho:YAG SCF using LHPG technique have led to demonstration of the highest output
power at 2090.6 nm reported to date. This SCF has multiple reflections of the pump and
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signal beam, thus making it a true optical waveguide. A reduction in the diameter of the
SCF, better diameter variation control along the length of the SCF, crystal cladding, and
better thermal management will lead to significant improvement in the power scaling as
well as the spatial beam quality of laser output beam from a SCF. These results can also
be extended further based on improvements in the cladding interface and result in viable
solutions for a number of high power laser applications.
Given the large diameter of the SCF and the multimode nature of the waveguide,
the output laser beam is also highly multimode, which is not favorable for the pursuit of a
laser with high brightness. The following section will focus on utilizing the multimode
nature of the SCF and using it to guide and amplify higher order modes.

4.5 Single crystal fiber amplifier

As demonstrated in the previous section, with improvements on the fabrication of
SCF, a SCF laser with slope efficiency very close to those that have been demonstrated in
solid state lasers have been achieved [81,101,104]. This is the proof that the quality of
the SCF, especially the scattering, the smoothness of the sidewall, as well as the SCF
cross section symmetry has been greatly improved. Due to the large diameter of the SCF
sample, the SCF is essentially a highly multimode waveguide. As discussed before, with
the absence of any intra-cavity spatial mode control, the output is highly multimode in
nature with multiple interactions with the air-clad interface. Therefore, to utilize the
multimode nature of the current SCF, the potential of the SCF working as a multimode
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amplifier will be very interesting to explore, especially for higher order modes such as
high order vortices.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.12. A single mode pump beam is
focused down to 200 μm in diameter at the entrance facet of the SCF. The output of a
tunable IPG laser (IPG HPTLM Cr:ZnS/Se) was coupled into a 10/125 polarizationmaintaining (PM) fiber; and used as the seed delivery fiber to ensure high mode quality.
The PM fiber was positioned in horizontal polarization state. The seed beam diameter
was approximately 220 μm in the x-direction and 200 μm in the y-direction at the
entrance facet of the SCF (NA≈0.006). The elliptical shape of the seed beam comes from
the mode field shape of the PM fiber. D1 and D2 are identical dichroic mirrors for
combining/separating the pump and seed beams. The 0.5% Ho:YAG SCF is 340 μm in
diameter and 103 mm in length with a squared shape cross section, same as shown in Fig.
4.10 but with a slightly shorter length. The sample is from the same batch of the Ho:YAG
SCF used in the previous section which produced the highest laser output power. The
output seed beam from the SCF amplifier is observed in the far field.

Fig. 4.12 SCF amplifier experimental setup.
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First, the output power of the Gaussian beam as incident beam was measured for
the incident seed powers of 0.3 W and 0.8 W, respectively. The measured output powers
together with the far-field images of the seed with and without amplification are shown in
Fig. 4.13. 11.5 W of output power was measured at the highest absorbed pump power of
32 W, corresponding to an optical gain of 16.5 factoring in all the losses. The beam shape
is well maintained even at the highest pump power, shown in Fig. 4.13(b). The linear
tendency of the seed power increasing with increasing pump power is mainly due to the
saturation absorption of the pump power. At 37 W of incident pump power, the pump
power absorption is ~ 67% for 0.3 W seed and ~86% for 0.8 W seed. If a longer SCF
sample is used with higher incident seed power, more gain and higher output power
would be expected with the same incident pump power.

Fig. 4.13. The far-field of the output Gaussian seed without gain (a) and with gain (b) for
0.3 W seed. (c), the output power of the Gaussian beam with increasing pump power.

Figure 4.14 shows the simulated x-direction intensity slice along the SCF for both
the pump and seed Gaussian beams, it is very clear that both the beams are guided
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through the SCF. The simulated far-field intensity profile of the Gaussian seed is also
shown in Fig. 4.14(c). It looks identical to the measured far-field intensity of the output
Gaussian seed except for some very weak intensity distributions around the measured
spot, probably due to the mode mismatch with the incident seed.

Fig. 4.14. (a), the x-direction intensity slice of the pump beam; (b), the x-direction
intensity slice of the seed beam; (c) the simulated far-field of the Gaussian seed through
the SCF.

To explore the capability of the SCF amplifier for higher order mode, a charge +2
vortex is chosen for propagation through the SCF implemented by placing a charge 2
phase plate between lens L1 and lens L2 in Fig. 4.12. In order to match the mode field of
the SCF, lens L1 is replaced by a faster lens to generate a smaller Gaussian beam. The
far-field images of the output beam with and without pump power are shown in Fig.
4.15(a) and (b).
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Fig. 4.15. The measured far-field images of the charge 2 vortex seed from the SCF
amplifier without pump (a) and at highest pump power (b).

Although the intensity similarities of the output vortex with and without pump
power are very noticeable, the far-field does show almost discontinued ring-profile,
which is mainly due the square-shape of the SCF cross section. Figures 4.16(a) and (b)
show the x-direction intensity slices along the SCF for both the Gaussian pump and seed
vortex, it is very obvious that both the beams are guided even through SCF. The
simulated output vortex far-field intensity is shown in Fig. 4.16(c). Compared with the
experimentally measured images in Fig. 4.15, it is fair to say that the SCF geometry
causes the ring intensity distortions.

Fig. 4.16 (a), the x-direction intensity slice of the pump beam; (b), the x-direction
intensity slice of the +2 vortex beam; (c) the simulated far-field of the +2 vortex through
the SCF.

The natural question to ask is with such intensity distortion presenting, if the
output beam still contains the spiral phase information as the incident vortex does. In
order to answer this question, a previous used match filter system, same as shown in Fig.
3.10(a), is set up to verify the phase of the output beam. The measured correlation
patterns with and without pump power are shown in Fig. 4.17(a) and (b). The strong
correlation spot on axis indicates that although the intensity profile of the vortex gets
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distorted from propagating through the SCF, the spiral phase information is still
preserved; while the rings around the central spot indicate that there are other spatial
modes what are excited by the incident charge 2 vortex. Fig. 4.17(c) shows the simulated
correlation spot of the charge 2 vortex through the SCF, it clearly shows the strong peak
in the center and the square-shape caused by the SCF geometry. Further work is
underway to quantify the modal contents of the amplified output beam.

Fig. 4.17 The measured correlation spot of the output charge 2 vortex through the SCF
without gain (a) and at the highest pump power (b).

The measured output power of different incident vortex seed powers are shown in
Fig. 4.18. Comparing these with the output powers of the Gaussian seed of the same
incident powers shown in Fig. 4.13, the gain for the vortex of the same power is lower,
which is not surprising due to the pump/seed modal overlap as discussed before.
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Fig. 4.18 The measured output power of the vortex beam with increasing pump power at
different incident seed powers.

In summary, the SCF is utilized as a multimode amplifier for higher order vortex
modes and the charge 2 vortex is successfully maintained and amplified through the
Ho:YAG SCF. Despite the square shape of the SCF and the scattering of the un-cladded
SCF, the far-field image of the seed looks decent. Note that the SCF has no clad and an
air-SCF boundary could have disturbed the guided mode inside the SCF. With
foreseeable improvement on the SCF quality and cladding technique, better guiding could
be expected for the higher order mode. On the other hand, for a fiber amplifier including
both glass fiber amplifier and SCF amplifier, the coupling condition of the seed mode has
a very significant impact on the excitation of the corresponding guiding mode in the fiber
and therefore greatly affects the output beam shape and mode quality [108]. The
coupling condition in our setup also needs to be improved for mode matching, which will
in turn benefitting the performance of the SCF amplifier on a longer piece of Ho:YAG
SCF.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, 0.5% Ho:YAG SCFs are fabricated using the LHPG method and
tested in the fiber-like scheme with a large length-to-diameter ratio. The absorption and
emission spectrum of the SCF together verify that the SCF is a promising candidate for
laser emission and amplification with efficient in-band pumping. Then, using a 115 mm
length Ho:YAG SCF, output power of 26.7 W with 72.3% optical-to-optical slope
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efficiency is achieved. The high laser efficiency is very close to the reported 80%
efficiency from a solid state Ho:YAG laser, which means the quality of the SCF is greatly
improved and the SCF laser configuration is optimized. However, given the large
diameter of the SCF, the multimode nature of the waveguide, and the lack of cladding,
the output laser beam is highly multimode. For the pursuit of an excellent laser beam
quality and high power as a fiber laser could provide, there is still a long way to go for
the future improvement on the drawing technique of the SCF with a smaller core as well
as the cladding the SCF with crystal clad.
For the available Ho:YAG SCF with hundreds of microns in diameter and
multimode in nature, it is explored and demonstrated to work as a multimode amplifier. A
charge +2 vortex is successfully propagated through the SCF, the output beam is guided
and maintained in both shape and amplified with the important phase information
preserved. The gain for both Gaussian and vortex seed is very promising. The
preliminary results show great potential of SCF working as a higher order mode
amplifier. Future work will be carried out with better coupling conditions and optimized
pump beam profile for higher gain and output power for a desired vortex seed beam.
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CHAPTER FIVE
POWER POTENTIAL DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the amplification of high order vortices are studied in
both a Ho:YAG rod amplifier and SCF amplifier. However, due to limited seed laser
power, a majority of the studies are focused on the small signal region with no more than
a couple hundred mW of incident seed powers. As stated previously one of our study
interests is to explore the potential of such multimode waveguide amplifiers working as a
power amplifier for vortices and other modes.
In this chapter, the power amplifier potential of the SCF amplifier will be
discussed; limited by experimental constraints, simulation will be carried out to predict
the output power and gain under high power operation. Potential problems and concerns,
especially the thermal problem associated with the power amplifier and high power
operation will also be discussed. How to incorporate temperature dependence into the
simulation model will be briefly discussed for the reference of the future work.

5.2 Power scaling
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In the small signal region, the gain of the incident seed increases exponentially
with increasing pump power. However, since the seed power is low, the amplifier
efficiency is relatively low and the majority of the pump power is dissipated as heat.
When the incident seed power is high enough to be in the saturation region of the
amplifier, the gain is linear with respect to pump power and the energy conversion from
pump to signal can be very efficient.
For example, the high power simplification performances are simulated for
different incident seed powers of a charge 4 vortex in the Ho:YAG rod amplifier. 203 W
of output vortex beam can be achieved with 50 W of incident seed power and 200 W
incident pump power, which yields an optical power conversion efficiency of 79%.

Fig. 5.1 Simulated power amplifier for charge 4 vortex with uniform pump power
distribution in a rod amplifier.

As discussed above, the amplification for single vortex could be very efficient in a
rod amplifier. If multiple vortices are multiplexed and passed through the rod amplifier,
then the situation could be different depending on the different cases we have discussed
in chapter 3.
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If all the vortices are incoherent, e.g., they are from the different seed lasers, then
the multiplexed beam intensity profile will be a simple intensity summation and the
amplification of the multiplexed seeds will be mainly dominated by the saturation effects
as we discussed in section 4.3. The more spatial volume the multiplexed seeds occupy,
the more power the seeds could extract from the pump beam.
If all the vortices are coherent, e.g., they are split from the same seed laser, then
the multiplexed beam profile will be a superposition of the E-fields from all of the seeds.
The E-field superposition, or the interference of the seeds, will result in a new and quite
different E-field and therefore the power redistribution of the multiplexed seeds; thus it
could be a question whether the “new beam” could be amplified as efficiently as each
individual vortex. For example, with 5 seed vortices with charge numbers from 0 to +4
with the same incident power, the interference of the 5 vortices is an off-axis bright spot,
shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Single vortex with charge number from 0 to +4 and the multiplexed vortices of
the same power on each vortex.
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For the multiplexed of seed with 50 W of total incident power, the simulated
output power with uniform pump power is shown in Fig. 5.3. Compared to a single
charge 4 vortex with 50 W incident power shown in Fig. 5.1, the multiplexed vortices
seed has less output power due to more localized power distribution and less overlap with
the uniform pump profile. Although there is reduced amplification efficiency, the fact
that the multiplexed vortices are amplified is exciting. This is proof that the multiplemode power amplifier is a feasible solution for multiple incoherent or coherent modes.
All the vortices of different charge numbers are an orthogonal set [17,109,110], therefore
different vortices can be chosen to form an optimized beam shape to maximize the gain
of the multiplexed beam.

Fig. 5.3 The simulated output power of 50 W multiplexed vortices with uniform pump
profile in a rod amplifier.

For the SCF, since the doping concentration is 0.5%, lower than the 1% doping
concentration of the rod, a longer section will be expected to achieve the similar
efficiency. In section 4.4, the propagation and amplification of charge 2 vortex was
demonstrated in a 103-mm Ho:YAG SCF sample. However, due to the limited length, the
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pump power absorption is only approximately 86% and therefore the gain is very limited.
However, simulation could provide some preliminary results on the output power and
gain performance on the long SCF. The Ho:YAG SCF is the same one used in the SCF
lasing experiment in section 4.3, square shaped cross section with 340 μm in diameter
and 115 mm in length. The measured output power of a small incident beam with the
simulated output power of a high power seed is plotted in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.4 Left, the measured and simulated output powers of Gaussian seed with small
incident powers in the 115 mm Ho:YAG SCF with a Gaussian pump. Right, the
simulated high power amplification in the same SCF sample.

It is very clear that with sufficient pump absorption, the SCF can also work as a
very efficient power amplifier. Although the simulation is for a Gaussian seed and a
Gaussian pump, because the small diameter of the SCF yields a very tightly confined
pump beam intensity as discussed before, the conclusion will still hold true for high order
vortices guided in the SCF.
In summary, the power amplifier potential of both Ho:YAG rod and SCF are
discussed in this section and the simulated output power are provided for the ideal case.
However, when moving from small-signal amplification to power amplifier, there are
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problems and issues that need to be considered, such as nonlinear effects and thermal
related issues including thermal lensing and thermal power roll-over. In the CW region
with a crystal amplifier with a relative large cross section, thermal issues are the primary
issue and nonlinear effects come second. In next section therefore, thermal influence will
be discussed.

5.3 Thermal influence on the amplifier

When Ho:YAG is in-band pumped with 1.9 μm as a quasi-three level material, the
stark levels involved in the lasing transitions are thermally populated [1,3]. Therefore,
the emission and re-absorption of the amplifier wavelength as well as the output power
will be affected by temperature. At the common operating wavelength of 2.09 μm, a very
important parameter, σabs/σabs—the ratio of the absorption and emission coefficients—
increases with the increasing temperature, and therefore the output power decreases.
Thus, proper cooling is essential for the performance of a Ho:YAG power amplifier.
In simulation, in order to precisely evaluate and simulate the output power from a
Ho:YAG amplifier, the temperature dependent material parameters need to be taken into
consideration, especially the ratio of the absorption and emission coefficients σabs/σabs at
2.09 μm, related to temperature by [76]

 abs Zu
(hv  EZL )
 exp[
]
 emi Zl
kT
.
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(4.2)

Where Zu/Zl is the ratio of the ratio of the partition functions of the upper and
lower states, EZL is the energy of the zero-line in Ho:YAG 2 μm transition band. For a
temperature change of 60 K from the room temperature of 295 K, the ratio of σabs/σabs
changes from 0.19 to 0.26, shown in Fig. 5.5.

Fig. 5.5 The calculated σabs/σabs at 2091 nm in Ho:YAG increasing with temperature.

With this change in cross section coefficient at 2091 nm, the simulated amplifier
power changes by as much as 20%.

Fig. 5.6 The simulated output of a Gaussian seed in the 115 mm SCF at different
temperatures.
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In summary, on the experimental side, it is very important to design a proper
cooling mechanism that depends on the power level the amplifier to will keep the crystal
temperature within an acceptable range. On the modeling side, knowing the temperature
distribution inside the amplifier crystal will help with the simulation accuracy and predict
the output power more precisely.

5.4 Temperature dependent simulation

As discussed above, in order to know the temperature distribution inside the
Ho:YAG rod, calculation of the temperature field at any point in the crystal rod is
required, and therefore the heat equation needs to be solved in the rod. For some typical
pumping scheme—such as uniform flash-lamp pumping, end-pumping with Gaussian
pump beam profile or flat-hat pump beam profile—analytical expressions of the
temperature

field

inside

the

rod

are

obtained

based

on

some

necessary

assumptions [111–115]. For more complicated pumping situation, the heat equation
needs to be solved numerically to obtain the temperature distribution inside the rod,
cp

T ( x, y, z, t )
 Kc2T ( x, y, z, t )  Q( x, y, z, t )
t
,
 2T  2T  2T
Q ( x, y , z )



x 2 y 2 z 2
Kc
.

(5.1)

(5.2)

For the CW pumping case, the steady state heat equation, shown as above, can be
solved with finite-difference method using the pumping beam intensity distribution which
is already obtained in the BPM method.
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Knowing the temperature field inside the rod will help with designing suitable
cooling mechanism, evaluating the efficiency of the cooling method as well as modifying
the simulation parameters and optimizing the simulation results.

5.5 Conclusion

In summary, the high power operation potentials of rod amplifier and SCF
amplifier were discussed as well as the associated problems and concerns, especially
thermal issues. With the temperature dependence incorporated into the simulation model,
the output power could be more precisely predicted. Thermal model could also help with
designing the proper cooling mechanism by evaluating how much heat need to be
removed from the amplifier system.
Although the high power operation is beyond the scope of this work, the
discussion will benefit the design of the future power amplifier system by pointing out
the potential problems and providing some feasible solutions and considerations.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, driven by the increasing interest on the applications of higher order
modes, especially with optical vortices, the amplification of multiplexed optical vortices
were demonstrated and discussed in a Ho:YAG rod amplifier and Ho:YAG SCF
amplifier, focusing on the 2 μm region. Both experiments and simulations were carried
out to understand the propagation and amplification of optical vortices in solid state
amplifiers.
First, the simulation model for this work was introduced. The 3-D propagation
model combines semi-vector BPM and steady state rate equations and is capable of
predicting the propagation and power change of both the pump and seed beams. The
formulation equations and numerical methods were presented. The simulation procedure
and simulation parameters were also given. The simulation model was successfully used
to verify the experimentally measured data and also to study the power scaling of the
amplifier.
Then, the amplification of optical vortices were experimentally demonstrated in a
Ho:YAG rod amplifier. A rod amplifier is a frontier approach in solid state systems
combining the advantages of the conventional bulk crystal materials and optical fiber
systems, and therefore the pumping and guiding scheme designs can be rather flexible. In
our case, in general, the seed beams are passing through free-space and the pump beams
are guided in the rod amplifier. Concentric vortex amplification was first demonstrated as
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an example of amplifying a single beam in the rod amplifier; followed by the
amplification of two modes that are orthogonally polarized, while being spatially
overlapped in the volume of the crystal. Then the amplification of two or three modes
that are in the same polarization was studied, which represents the case where all the
seeds are coherent and the superposition of the seeds results in the interference of the
beams, rendering a different beam profile rather than simply adding the intensity profiles
of the beams together. In all the above mentioned cases, a matched filter was used to
evaluate the phase of the amplified seed beams and it is proven that the important phase
information of the seeds were preserved. Pump beam profile engineering is also
discussed for optimizing the gain for a desired seed beam. The simple cases discussed
here demonstrate the feasibility of expanding the rod amplifier system towards more
incident seed beams and higher power capability.
Next, the amplification of optical vortices were experimentally demonstrated in a
Ho:YAG SCF amplifier. As a resurge of crystal fabrication method, LHPG method is
capable of fabricating very thin and long single crystal rods with geometries that are very
close to an optical fiber. Both the pump and seed beams are guided inside the SCF within
a very small diameter, and it is therefore capable of providing very high gain over a small
unit length. However, due to fabrication technique and the lack of cladding, the inside
defects as well as the crystal/air boundary scatters light and therefore causes losses and
disturbs the guiding modes. Despite all these limitations, the SCFs were studied for their
potential of working as SCF lasers and amplifiers. The optical properties of the SCFs
were characterized and compared with bulk crystals. Then, a SCF laser was demonstrated
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in a laser cavity structure that is typically used for fiber lasers with lasing efficiency that
is very close to a bulk crystal laser. The successful implementation of a SCF laser shows
great improvement in SCF quality with respect to scattering and geometry control. The
SCF was subsequently utilized to guide and amplify high order optical vortex. In spite of
some intensity distortions due to the SCF geometry, the mode guiding capability of the
SCF, especially for higher order vortex modes, was demonstrated to be a possibility even
in a SCF without a cladding.
Limited by the available seed laser power and the way of multiplexing, all the
current work is confined to the small signal gain region. To explore the potential of rod
amplifier as a power amplifier for multiple modes, simulations were carried out to predict
the high power amplification in the rod amplifier and SCF amplifier. The related issues,
mainly thermal problems, were also discussed to provide a starting point for future work.
How the temperature influences the gain was explained and how to incorporate
temperature dependence into the current simulation model was also discussed.
In the future, the high power operation of the multimode rod amplifier could be
carried out. With new method of vortex beam generation and multiplexing, minimum
power loss is expected and therefore the seed power could be increased to ~ W level. If
multiple rod amplifiers are cascaded to form a multi-stage amplifier system, then the true
power amplifier potential could be achieved. The proper cooling mechanism will be a
necessity for the high power operation of the amplifier system. With ~ 40 W of pump
power, the thermal power roll-over already starts to show up in all our experiments, and
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the building up of the temperature field inside the rod will affect the output power if the
heat cannot be removed from the system efficiently.
On the other side, so far in our work, the maximum multiplexed seed number is 3
including a Gaussian beam. The multiplication of more seeds could be studied to expand
the system capacity furthermore. With the increasing number of the multiplexed seeds,
the de-multiplexing of the amplified output seeds will also need to be carried out in a
systematic and more power-efficient way [116].
On the SCF work side, the vortices multiplexing and amplification experiment
will be carried out in a longer piece to ensure pump power absorption and higher gain.
The mode launching condition will also be improved for better mode matching to achieve
better output beam quality. With future effort in reducing the SCF diameter and cladding
the doped SCF with un-doped crystal clad, the SCF is expected to have a true mode
guiding structure as glass fibers but better mechanical properties. With a true clad and
ultra-low guiding loss, the possibility of double-clad SCF could also be a future solution
for thermal management on high power operation, which distributes the thermal load
over a longer distance and while still producing enough gain for a high power fiber
amplifier.
Overall, the feasibility of multiplexing and amplification of high order optical
vortex modes in rod-like crystal amplifier has been demonstrated.
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